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JUNE LOCATION 
Valley Creek Park on Route 29 in East Whiteland 
Township. See Page 4 for location map and 
directions. 

OUR 15TH ANNUAL PICNIC 

MAC TIPS #59  JUNE 2015
CHANGE YOUR EMAIL SIGNATURE: Why use the default 'Sent from my iPad' signature on 
your messages? You can change it to something more interesting. All you have to do is go to 
Settings -  Mail, Contacts, Calendars - Signature and enter a new signature .  MB

http://clicks.pangora.com/purchaseRedirect.do?p=29238470&c=637267&o=1421353279&che=cGFuZ29yYSHYl2TZaJMQgfwXArCpB2gH&m=60106&rid=5c20c3ee510db9e202a5f5f2d02cac56&ver=2.0&market=us&man=Apple&ser=3467&pc=27655532&pcat=77876&ts=MjAxNTA1MjUtMTkyODQ5&op=-1.0&dle=cGFuZ29yYSFVoAFC-npqKk4Cq6bS3nbVQteL3XmLK2a2ctQZCXH3zqocqlY3d1KM5CtCcFVWR65jt-VBJ_-NkxkpPBB8s2d5-qNieHlx-RY56Csw3ATgj4E0YrrEwZIUcGSVu6gqDO8t8gBzZyICXL-s7Vi_mZv5nVNtLpsY0aSwd_o8lOwTwmcP0okvTtKyeaXTvxkCYv7iBXCAt9JsJ8VAVOa1uUMWCkEJO7eW95_LfZoOwKaHbv5CjN5L1RsaGAKQNYCAKhMp5fFWaQyBfWsax6qfDYR6RdvV1TWaUByW_lc9etzm-L4rcqx5dq7plKq0QTrsyDLlVvJeX00WIBMHrOB0F2KmeEGuxgHS_IHnvKw-ghCXQwPax0VTNuhUCUZbkK-KftqA76M00Z5cV4Q1ZP239uxBWE4qeS1f9uGAacRQGJM_rHS5hj5ErQdJH-ipE8nCa7ekggd5zFPomRmQ-iScIO28poAvGeaMQGs.
http://WWW.MLMUG.ORG
http://WWW.MLMUG.ORG
http://clicks.pangora.com/purchaseRedirect.do?p=29238470&c=637267&o=1421353279&che=cGFuZ29yYSHYl2TZaJMQgfwXArCpB2gH&m=60106&rid=5c20c3ee510db9e202a5f5f2d02cac56&ver=2.0&market=us&man=Apple&ser=3467&pc=27655532&pcat=77876&ts=MjAxNTA1MjUtMTkyODQ5&op=-1.0&dle=cGFuZ29yYSFVoAFC-npqKk4Cq6bS3nbVQteL3XmLK2a2ctQZCXH3zqocqlY3d1KM5CtCcFVWR65jt-VBJ_-NkxkpPBB8s2d5-qNieHlx-RY56Csw3ATgj4E0YrrEwZIUcGSVu6gqDO8t8gBzZyICXL-s7Vi_mZv5nVNtLpsY0aSwd_o8lOwTwmcP0okvTtKyeaXTvxkCYv7iBXCAt9JsJ8VAVOa1uUMWCkEJO7eW95_LfZoOwKaHbv5CjN5L1RsaGAKQNYCAKhMp5fFWaQyBfWsax6qfDYR6RdvV1TWaUByW_lc9etzm-L4rcqx5dq7plKq0QTrsyDLlVvJeX00WIBMHrOB0F2KmeEGuxgHS_IHnvKw-ghCXQwPax0VTNuhUCUZbkK-KftqA76M00Z5cV4Q1ZP239uxBWE4qeS1f9uGAacRQGJM_rHS5hj5ErQdJH-ipE8nCa7ekggd5zFPomRmQ-iScIO28poAvGeaMQGs.
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Typical Meeting Agenda

Second Saturday of each month


See www.mlmug.org for the meeting’s topic.


9:00 - 9:05: 	Call to order in main meeting room.


9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special Interest 
Groups (SIGs) convene in separate 
rooms. The three current SIGs are:


	 Newer Users- We cover the most basic 
questions you may have about your 
Mac/iDevices and how to use them.


	 Multimedia - We discuss using your 
Mac/iDevices and applications for 
photo, video, audio, and print media.


	 OS - We go beyond basics to discuss 
Apple’s current operating systems, using 
your Macs and iDevices, and various 
applications. We also have Q&A.


10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all attendees.


10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.


10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a member or 
guest)


11:50 - Noon: Raffles and silent auctions.


Come join some fellow MLMUG members 
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby 

restaurant. 

MLMUG Email list

The Main Line Macintosh Users Group has 
its own email list. Compose your letter and 
email it to mlmug@yahoogroups.com and 
your message will be sent to everyone on 
the mailing list. Posting to this list is 
restricted to MLMUG members. Contact 
Bob Barton if you are a member and you are 
not on the list.

Please observe rules of etiquette. See the 
Yahoo Groups Terms of Service. The 
MLMUG list may be used to post Apple/
Macintosh-related items for sale, but any 
solicitation of members through the list is 
forbidden without the written consent of a 
MLMUG officer. The list is hosted at Yahoo 
Groups.

LOCATION

Good Samaritan Church, 212 West 
Lancaster Ave, Paoli, PA 19301, about 3 
blocks west of Paoli train station. Go to 
www.mlmug.org/GoodSam.html for 
location map & detailed directions. 

New Users SIG

You don’t have to wait a whole month to get 
answers to your basic Mac questions! Get 
together with other members on the fourth 
Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each regular 
meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.

Many new users have said that they can 
learn much more from face-to-face meetings 
than they do from manuals or other sources. 
That’s what this meeting is all about. Go to 
www.mlmug.org/sfl.html for details.


Macintosh Programming SIG/ 
Philly Mac Programming Group 

The objective of this group is to help 
members become more familiar with the 
c o n c e p t s o f M a c i n t o s h a n d i O S 
programming, i.e., the elements of the 
Macintosh GUI, user interaction, file system, 
etc., and the main Mac programming tools: 
AppleScript, Java, C, and Objective C.

The Philly Mac Programming SIG meets at 
10:30 AM on the first Saturday of each 
month, but usually skips January and July. 
Contact Deivy Petrescu, Chair, for venue 
information. www.phillymacprog.org. The 
next meeting  will probably be at Ludington 
Library in Bryn Mawr.


mailto:mlmug@yahoogroups.com
http://www.mlmug.org/GoodSam.html
http://www.mlmug.org/sfl.html
http://www.phillymacprog.org
mailto:mlmug@yahoogroups.com
http://www.mlmug.org/sfl.html
http://www.phillymacprog.org
http://www.mlmug.org/GoodSam.html
http://www.mlmug.org
http://www.mlmug.org
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eicobin@yahoo.com

Secretary & Newsletter Editor 
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Member-at-Large 
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Multimedia SIG Co-Chair & 
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Linda McNeil
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List Mom & Newsletter Copy Editor 
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Deputy Webmaster 
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Adam Rice
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Social Secretary 
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gailemontgomery@aol.com

Webmaster 
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Membership Information 
Membership dues are $25 for individuals 
and $35 for families. Memberships are 
based on your anniversary date, which is 
the month you joined. You will be e-mailed 
reminders when membership fee is due. 

If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if 
you’ve been visiting for some time, but 
haven’t joined, consider these BENEFITS 
OF MEMBERSHIP:

• Monthly meetings, where you can 

learn, share, and meet everyone from 
working Mac professionals to new 
Mac users from all backgrounds.


• Monthly newsletter, which is full of 
interesting Mac news, tips, and 
information.


• Useful free items at the monthly 
Raffles. 


• Discounts. Vendors offer special 
prices to User Group members.


• Web Site with 12 months of 
MLMUG newsletters, meeting 
information, a member directory, 
directions to our meetings, and 
much more! Our web site is 
www.mlmug.org.


• MLMUG Mailing List, to post 
technical questions or comments to 
each other and the experts within 
the group. 


• Reviewers keep items reviewed.

Are you ready to join? Please make a 
check payable to MLMUG and bring it to 
a monthly meeting or mail it to:


Treasurer, MLMUG

P.O. Box 1374


Southeastern, PA 19399


Permission is granted to nonprofit groups and other Macintosh User Groups to 
reproduce items in this newsletter. Please include the author’s or artist’s name, the 
MLMUG Journal title, and our copyright notice. A copy should also be mailed to: 
Editor, MLMUG Journal, P.O. Box 1374, Southeastern, PA 19399 or emailed to 
msb@lpilease.com.

© 2015 Journal content not written by members is included courtesy of the sources or 
the fair use doctrine. Product names & images are trademarks or copyrights of the 
respective owners.
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15TH ANNUAL MLMUG  
PICNIC-IN-THE PARK 

Valley Creek Park  
Route 29, East Whiteland. 

Saturday, June 13, 2015 
12 Noon - 4 PM 
(No Raindate) 

All members and their families are welcome. 

Hamburgers, hot dogs, rolls and condiments 
will be provided by MLMUG. All other food and 

beverages will be brought by attendees. 

We’ll need: snacks, salads (green and main 
dish), desserts and beverages (canned sodas, 

juice, iced tea, etc.). 

No alcoholic beverages in the park!  
Pets are OK, but must be leashed and cleaned 

up after. 

It's important that we have accurate 
numbers, so please RSVP: Gail Montgomery 

by Tuesday, June 9 
gailemontgomery@aol.com

DIRECTIONS 
Take US 202 North or South to PA 29N/Great Valley. Take 29N 
and go approximately 0.5 miles and pull into the turn lane for 

Valley Creek Park. You will have passed part of the Great 
Valley Corporate Center on your right.  There is not a light at 
the turn so if you get to the light at Great Valley Parkway, you 
have gone too far. Once you pull into the lot, make a short left 

and right and park. Then walk down the hill to the covered 
pavilion. 

From US 30 (Lancaster Pike), it’s about 1.2 miles on 29N to 
the Park. 

mailto:gailemontgomery@aol.com
mailto:gailemontgomery@aol.com
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Free E-Books 
By Mark Bazrod 

You can purchase more than 1 million books from online sellers such as Amazon 
and Barnes & Noble. You can purchase for download more than 500,000 e-
books from online sellers. But better yet, you can download  more than 100,000 
free e-books from online sites.!!


Almost everybody knows that e-books are books which are electronically 
downloaded to an iPad, e-book reader such as a Kindle or Nook,PC or Mac. 
They can be kept on that device and/or in the Cloud. They usually come in a 
PDF, exe, or e-book format.


E-books have many advantages. Compared to paper books, they are cheaper, 
lighter to hold and carry, require less storage space, easier to find, easier to read 
in bed, and are environmentally better because less trees are cut down. They are 
searchable, can be downloaded almost instantaneously, have no shipping costs 
and their font size can be changed to accommodate the reader.


I think the main advantage of e-books is that they take up less space. Many of 
us have an emotional attachment to our books. we keep them, taking up shelf 
space, even if we never reread most of them. Ebooks take up no shelf space and 
we can carry in our iPads and iPhones multitudes of books. We can go on a trip 
or on vacation and we have all our books with us without taking up any space.


Of course, e-books has some disadvantages, although in my mind they are 
minimal. Some people don’t like reading on the screen. Some people like the feel 
of a hard book. At the moment they are not re-salable and although it's possible 
to share an e-book with another, the process is somewhat cumbersome. You do 
need an iPad or the e-book reader and you may need an Internet connection. 
Reading devices are battery-operated and need charging, but the demands of 
reading are few and it seems that even on a 12 hour flight you should be okay, 
particularly if you have a supplemental battery charger.


I think the two major disadvantages of e-books are that it’s hard to choose since 
so many books are available and it's not the traditional way to read books, 
particularly if you’re older than 50.


It's easy to find free e-books. Among the many apps which run on a tablet, are 
Amazon's Kindle, Apple’s iBooks, Free Books, Project Gutenberg, ebook search, 
Barnes & Noble, Open Culture, Kobo, and Google e-book store. On the Internet 
you can go to scriptd.com, allyoucanbooks.com, and manybooks.net. In 
addition, there is a page at ebookdirectory.com entitled, “20 Best Websites To 
Download Free Ebooks”.


Free Books is an app which you can download from the App Store. 
Approximately 25,000 free e-books are available. Authors and title are listed 
alphabetically at the top of the page. The listing also includes categories such as 
Best of, Modern Books, Autos & Bios, Banned Books, Drama, English 101, Epic 
Epics, Fantasy, Ghost Stories, History, Horror, Mystery, Politics, Romance, 
Science Fiction, And Theology. Downloads are kept with the app. In some sense 
using Free Books is like walking down the aisle of the bookstore. You never 
know where serendipity will lead you to a book of interest. Free Books is a 
wonderful resource and my first option for finding free e-books.


Home page of Free Books App 

Kindle (Amazon) is the best-known site for e-books. You can download the 

Kindle app from the App Store. You can also download the Amazon app or you 
can go to amazon.com. No matter how you do it, you can search for “free Kindle 
books”. You can also search by department, “Kindle e-readers & books”. Either 
search takes you to the Kindle Store which includes lots of free or low-price 
books. Kindle has available approximately 100,000 e-books. More than 12,000 
are free.
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If you have an iPad and an iPhone, you can sync the two so that you can start in 
one device and switch to another device. My wife and I have found that it’s easy 
to read a book on an iPhone before a movie starts and then on an iPad pick up 
where we left off when we get home.


Project Gutenberg is on the web at gutenberg.org. You can also download it 
from the app store - Gutenberg Pro. It is the granddaddy of free e-book sites, 
having started in the 1970s. It includes books whose copyrights have expired 
and that includes most books published before the 1920s. It has more than 
45,000 e-books and there are over 100,000 free e-books available through 
partners, affiliates and other resources. Its lists include "Best 100 Books of All 
Times” and “Most Downloaded Books”. It has an excellent search capability and 
is simply an amazing site which you should explore.


Manybooks is on the web at manybooks.net. It Is easier to use than Project 
Gutenberg. It contains more than 29,000 free e-books, includes book summaries 
and you can search by language, author and genre. Formats include PDF and 
EPUB.


Ebook Search is an app available from the App Store. It refers to various 
catalogs, contains descriptions of books, and downloads are made to Apple’s 
iBooks app.


Apple’s iBooks app is of course available from the App Store. You can search 
for “free books or Ebooks”. Select See All in the iBooks app or in the iTunes 
store. However, it has less than 1,000 free e-books.


Barnes & Noble is available as an app from the app store or as a website at 
bn.com. A search for “free e-books” indicates more than 1,800,000 free e-books. 
The site only works for the iPad, iPhone and iPod with iOS 4.3 or higher.


The Google Play e-book store is Google’s entry into the e-book market. It has 
over 5 million titles, but it’s hard to tell how many of them are free. It seems that 
the best way is to look for a book is in the specific category or author and then 
look for Top Charts to see the free e-books.


scriptd.com is a subscription site costing $9 per month and has more than 
400,000 books.


allyoucanbooks.com is also a subscription model at $20 a month and has 
30,000 books. There is a 30-day free trial and you can keep what you download.

Conclusion -  Thousands of free e-books are available, including many that are 
out of print and unavailable in paper form. Start reading some now and get used 

to e-books. Then you may even graduate to purchasing e-books and you may 
find in time you will rarely be purchasing paper books!
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MLMUG May 9, 2015 Meeting Minutes 
By Mark Bazrod, Secretary
Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting at 9 AM at the 
Church of the Good Samaritan in Paoli. There were about 60 members and 1 
visitor at the meeting.


OS SIG. Adam Rice and Ben Romney co-chaired a very informative question 
and answer session. The major items were as follows:


1.Handoff Phone calls from an iPhone to a MacBook Pro are only handed 
intermittently.  No one knew the reason.


2. An iMac running Yosemite often awakes from sleep when someone walks in 
the room. Again, the reason could not be determined.


3. There is a big improvement in boot times when an internal or external SSD is 
installed. It’s also very useful to put the most used apps on the SSD.


4. Tabs in a browser use up memory. Remember to close them out periodically.


5. A member wondered how long his  seven-year old Western Digital 1 TB hard 
drive could last. You can’t tell, but you can use Disk Utility to get an idea of its 
status. This works on internal drives, not external ones.


6. A member would like to create two backups simultaneously.  This is doubtful, 
but one suggestion was to use a Raid O setup. The other suggestion was to use 
Superduper for one backup and  Carbon Copy Cloner for the other.


7. Adam has received his Apple Watch. He had put his order in at 3 AM. It took 
about a week to figure the Watch out. It is more like an Phone accessory, but he 
likes the fitness apps when he runs. It is water resistant, not waterproof.


General. Maria Arguello announced that we will not be holding our meetings in 
July and August, the latter because of construction at Good Sam. However, 
Dave Marra has agreed to do a session one night in August at the Ludington 
library. The date will be announced. Maria and Bob Barton will be giving two or 
three classes on the iPad at Ludington library on dates which will also be 
announced. Due to a lack of demand, we are discontinuing the Library. Many 
thanks to Helga Gunther for overseeing the operation for many years. Four 
books from Bob LeVitus will be put in the November raffle and the others will be 
put on the donation table.


We’ll continue to use the sticky labels as name tags, but if you want the old hard 
ones, please contact Jo Cobin who will make them for $5 each. Lastly, our 
annual picnic will be held on June 13 at the Valley Creek Park on Route 29 from 
noon to 4 PM.


Main Presentation. Mike Inskeep, one of our members and owner of Gentle 
Computer Helpers, an independent Apple computer consultant, gave a superb 
presentation entitled “Make Your Mac More Secure. His 72 slides have been 
posted on the Meetings page of our website.


Mike said that Mac users have already taken a major step in security by 
choosing a Mac. Between 350,000 and 400,000 new malware applications are 
produced for Windows every day; 3-4 new malware applications are produced 
for Macs each week.


The primary security concern, even more than the identity theft, is that hackers 
will, unbeknownst to us, get control of our Macs and use them for nefarious 
purposes, including sending out spam, hosting child pornography, attacking 
websites, etc.


You cannot completely protect your computers, but you can make it much 
harder and more time-consuming for hackers. First, you need to have a backup 
plan. It can protect you against malware, including ransomware, by giving you 
the ability to wipe out everything on your machine, including the malware, and 
replace it with your backup files. In addition to a Time Machine backup, consider 
using an encrypted cloud backup service such as CrashPlan or BackBlaze.


There are three kinds of malware - trojan horses (apps which you have to 
launch), worms (self-replicating applications) and viruses (self-replicating 
additions to an application). Rootkits are trojans, worms or viruses that hide 
deep in your Mac and are difficult, if not impossible, to detect.


Antivirus programs don’t protect you against new malware and they can’t protect 
you against rootkits. Apple normally issues security patches as software updates 
before vulnerabilities are disclosed. In the rare cases in which vulnerabilities are 
publicly disclosed beforehand, Apple generally issues a patch within one to two 
weeks. That means that your exposure is limited. 

An independent test of antivirus software gave varying results. ClamXav, widely 
used, was not very effective. Avast, Avira or Bitdefender are. However, they issue 
many warnings triggered by attachments to spam email that you would delete 
anyway and since you are only unprotected for 1 – two weeks, there is a 
question as to whether they're worth it. If you want antivirus protection, Mike 
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recommended the free version of Bitdefender because it is very effective and 
doesn’t slow down your Mac.


A study of how malware gets on your machine indicated that 43% of malware 
comes from web drive-by attacks, i.e., you go to a web site and a hidden script 
is activated and downloads the malware onto your machine. Voluntary web 
downloads are 38%. Email is only about 9% so you can see that the big problem 
is bad websites.


How to minimize attacks 
1. Be very careful with physical access to your machine. Be very cautious 
with either devices (e.g. USB drives, thunderbolt adaptors, etc.) or software 
which you did not buy. You have inherited the malware of everyone who has 
used the device or any Mac it was connected to. This particularly applies to 
devices used by children and grandchildren at their school or with a friend’s 
Mac. Mike recommended that you not buy computers from eBay because you 
don’t know about the person who previously owned the machine.


2. Use an Apple Airport router on your system. Most consumer routers, such 
as those from Comcast and Verizon are not that secure in contrast to Apple’s. 
You can use AirPort Express, although Airport Extreme is faster. You can also 
use Time Capsule. If you have a combination modem/router from an Internet 
Service Provider, plug the Airport router into it. Disable wireless networking on 
that router and activate it on the Airport. Connecting your Mac by an ethernet 
cable directly to the router is more secure then wireless. The hacker can’t get 
into a cable.


Mike suggests that you go into Airport Utility and change the Domain Name 
Server addresses to those of OpenDNS. OpenDNS tracks malicious websites 
and blocks them. When a site's authorized Domain Name Server is offline, 
OpenDNS uses its last valid address. Deivy Petrescu commented that OpenDNS 
did not necessarily work well with Comcast, but is very valuable for Verizon 
customers. Mike also recommended installing and using DNSCrypt which 
encrypts traffic to  and from Domain Name Servers. It ensures you are 
communicating with authorized Domain Name Servers and that the numerical 
addresses sent back to your Mac haven’t been modified in transit. 


3. Use a dedicated administrator account. If the account you usually use on 
your Mac is an administrator account, change it to a standard account so that 
even if a hacker gains control of your account they can’t install software, change 
system-wide settings or enable your Mac's root (superuser) account. Go to 
System Preferences – User & Groups to make the change. Do not use “admin or 

“administrator” or a person’s name as the account name. Set a long  password, 
comprised of 3-4 unrelated words. Don’t use colors.


4. Install operating system updates as soon as possible, except perhaps for 
major operating system changes. When patches are announced, the hackers 
know how to attack unpatched Macs and that's why you want to update 
immediately. 10.10.3 patched the FREAK vulnerability. 10.10.2 patched the 
Thunderstrike vulnerability. New versions of the operating system are more 
secure than older versions.


Ben Romney said he only applies the security updates quickly. Mike noted 
security patches are often bundled with other changes. Ben checks Apple 
support and other sites to see if there are problems with updates. The new Apple 
programming language, Swift, checks new code for many problems. Your choice 
is between the Apple experts and the hackers, whether they’re from the Ukraine 
or elsewhere. Mike prefers to put his money on the Apple guys and update 
quickly.


5. Before you buy an app, read reviews. Apps are a way into your computer. 
Also, if you don’t use an app, uninstall it. Keep your apps updated and only 
update from a window that came within the app.


When downloading apps, you have to be concerned about man-in-the-middle 
attacks. A hacker inserts himself between you and the download site so you 
install malware instead of a clean version of the app. Use https. http is an 
insecure protocol. In order of security, he would buy software from the Mac App 
Store, a developer website with https, a reliable retailer website with https (such 
as Amazon, New Egg or MacMall), and lastly, a developer website with http. He 
would never install a pirated application.


6. Use Passwords. Passwords of less than eight characters very easy to break. 
Hackers have gotten very sophisticated. More than 20 million passwords have 
been posted to the web and  hackers have analyzed them to see users’ habits. 
One graphic processor can guess 2 billion passwords a second.


Mike strongly recommended that you use a password manager and do not use 
the same password for different sites. He also recommended that you use 
different user names for different sites to make it harder for hackers to steal your 
identity.


The simplest solution is to keep your passwords on paper. One way is to buy a 
paper address book and enter the passwords in it. The problem is that the book 
can be stolen or lost and it doesn’t help pick a good password. A better solution 
is to get a computer password manager. You only have to remember four 
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passwords - your Mac login password, the Mac administrator password, the 
password manager master password, and the Apple ID password. They should 
be strong. Keychain Access comes free with the Mac. There is also iCloud 
Keychain which can be shared with the iPhone or iPad. However, the interface is 
difficult and you often end up with duplicate entries. What is worse is that the 
iOS version is not password-protected.


Mike prefers 1Password which requires a one-time purchase of about $50 for 
Mac and then $10 for iDevices. The premium version of Dashlane requires an 
annual subscription payment of about $20.


Mike recommended that passwords be at least 20 characters. Treat your 
answers to security questions as another password, which is to say they should 
be long and never use the right answer. Close out accounts you no longer use. 
Use two-factor authentication whenever it is offered.


7. Have a Browser strategy. Mike recommended using three different browsers 
for different purposes. Use Firefox for ordinary purposes and do not enable Java 

or Flash. Use Chrome when you need Flash. Chrome has Flash built in so you 
don’t have to download it to your computer. Use Safari only for monetary 
transactions or sensitive data such as medical or tax data. Do not use Safari for 
searching. If you have Flash installed, uninstall it. He also highly recommends 
three Firefox extensions - NoScript Security Suite, Web of Trust, and HTTPS 
Everywhere.

8. Use a virtual private network, especially when you're on a public network 
(e.g. Starbucks, a library or hotel). Private Internet Access is highly rated and 
offers inexpensive monthly or yearly subscriptions. Private Tunnel is free up to 
500 MB and has reasonable prices according to the amount of data used.

Conclusion. Mike’s presentation was very impressive and I recommend that 
everyone go to the MLMUG website, download his presentation, and then take a 
number of corrective actions. I know that I certainly will do so.

After a number of items were raffled off, the meeting ended at noon.


Mark Bazrod

Secretary 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Daniel Nations posted the following articles to about.com. tinyurl.com/ojhd8ve 
and tinyurl.com/6prqupl. © About.com. He has been writing, programming and 
following technology since back in the Commodore Vic 20 days. 

How To Rename Your iPad 
By Daniel Nations 

The one thing Apple doesn't ask you during the iPad's setup process is what 
you want to name your beautiful new tablet.  Generally speaking, Apple 
assigns a very generic name, like "Daniel's iPad".  It's not the most exciting 
name in the world. What if I want to name my iPad "Prometheus", the all-
father of technology who brought the invention of fire to man?  Luckily, I can 
do just that.  


In all seriousness, naming your iPad correctly can be a boon when using the 
Find My iPad feature.


If you have more than one iPad in your household, telling them apart is 
easier if they all have very distinctive names.  


    Open the iPad's Settings by launching the Settings app.

    Tap on the "General" settings in the left-side menu.


    The first option under General settings is "About".  Click on this button to 
bring up basic information about your iPad.

    You can choose to rename your iPad by tapping the "Name" button at the 
top of the screen.  This will take you to a page that will let you type anything 
you want for the name of the iPad.  


It's that simple!  Read on to find more cool tricks you can do with your iPad. 


How To Connect Your iPad To Your TV 
A Guide to Hooking Up Your iPad/iPhone/iPod Touch to Your HDTV


By Daniel Nation 
The iPad is a great device for 
watching movies in bed and or 
laughing at videos from Funny or 
Die, but sometimes you want to 
see them on the big screen. So 
how do you connect your iPad to 
your TV? Whether you have an old 
television set from the dark ages 
or the newest HDTV on the 
market, it's rather simple to get 
your iPad connected to your TV. 
You can even do it wirelessly!


Connecting the iPad to Your TV With Apple TV and AirPlay 

Apple TV is a great way to connect your iPad to your TV. While it is more 
expensive than other options, it is the only solution that is wireless.  This means 
you can keep your iPad in your lap and use it as a remote while sending the 
display to your TV.  This is by far the best solution for games, where having a 
wire connecting your iPad to your TV can be limiting. 


Apple TV uses AirPlay to interact with your iPad.  If an app interacts with AirPlay, 
it can send full screen video to the TV.  But even apps that don't support AirPlay 
or video out will work via Display Mirroring, which replicates your iPad's screen 
on your TV.  


Another bonus of Apple TV is that a number of apps are already installed on the 
device.  If you love Netflix, Hulu Plus and Crackle, you won't need to connect 
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your iPad to enjoy streaming video from these services.  You can load up the 
app directly on Apple TV.   Check out all the apps available on Apple TV.


As a bonus, Apple TV also works great with the iPhone and iPod Touch, allowing 
you to both stream video through AirPlay or just use your entertainment system's 
speakers to play music.


Connect the iPad to your HDTV through HDMI 
Apple's Digital AV Adapter is perhaps the easiest and most straight-forward way 
to hook your iPad up to your HDTV.  This adapter allows you to connect an 
HDMI cable from your iPad to your TV.  This cable will send video out to your TV, 
which means any app that supports video out will show up in 1080p "HD" 
quality.  And like Apple TV, the Digital AV Adapter supports Display Mirroring, so 
even apps that don't support video out will show up on your television set.   


Worried about battery life?  The adapter also allows you to connect a USB cable 
into your iPad, which can provide power to the device and keep that battery 
from running low while you are binging on Seinfeld or some other TV series.  You 
can also stream your movie collection from you PC to your iPad to your HDTV 
using home sharing. This is a great way to finally switch from DvD and Blu-Ray 
to digital video without losing the ability to see it on your big screen TV.


Remember: When buying accessories, make sure the accessory fits the adapter 
on your iPad.  Newer iPads including the iPad Mini, iPad Mini 2, iPad 3 and iPad 
4 use the Lightning connector, while older iPads use the 30-pin connector.  The 
Digital AV Adapter comes in both varieties. 


Connect the iPad through composite/component cables 

If your television doesn't support HDMI, or if you are simply running low on 
HDMI outputs on your HDTV, you can also opt for connecting the iPad to your 
TV with composite or component cables. The composite adapters break the 
video into red, blue and green, while the component adapters break it convert it 
to the single 'yellow' cable compatible with older television sets.


The component and composite cables will not support the Display Mirroring 
mode on the iPad, so they will only work with apps like Netflix and YouTube that 
support video out. They also fall short of 720p video, so the quality will not be as 
high as the Digital AV Adapter or Apple TV.


Unfortunately, these accessories may not be available for the newer Lightning 
connector, so you may need a Lightning to 30-Pin adapter.


Connect the iPad with a VGA adapter 

By using Apple's VGA adapter, you can hook your iPad up to a television 
equipped with an VGA input, a computer monitor, a projector and other display 
devices that support VGA. This can be great if you have a space computer 
monitor. And because many newer monitors support multiple display sources, 
you could even switch between using your monitor for your desktop and using it 
for your iPad.


The VGA adapter will also support the Display Mirroring mode. However, it does 
not transfer sound, so you either need to listen through the iPad's built-in 
speakers or through external speakers hooked up through the iPad's headphone 
jack.


If you are planning on watching through you television, the HDMI adapter or the 
component cables are the best solutions. But if you plan on using a computer 
monitor or want to use your iPad for large presentations with a projector, the 
VGA adapter may be the best solution.


Did you know you can watch live TV on your iPad? There are several accessories 
designed to allow you to watch live TV on your iPad, gaining access to your 
cable channels and even your DVR from any room in the house and while away 
from home through your data connect. Find out how to watch TV on your iPad.


Looking for more help buying accessories for the iPad? The options for cases, 
keyboards, speakers and other fun accessories can seem daunting. Check out 
the best of the best in our iPad accessories guide.
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Shane posted the following article to tcgeeks.com. tinyurl.com/5wa7kp7.. © 
BixBux Media. 
10 Indespensible iPad 2 Tips And Tricks  
By Shane 
If you are a new iPad or iPad 2 user and you want to learn some great tips and 
tricks to get the most out of your iPad and impress others then here are ten 
indespensible iPad 2 tips and tricks  to get you started. 


Top 10 iPad Tips And Tricks  

A while back we wrote about 30 iPad tips and tricks.  A lot of those are still great 
ones to know but since the introduction of iOS 4.2, there are some even better 
iPad tips that you might want to learn and use.   Once you learn these iPad tips, 
you can impress others with your in-depth knowledge of the iPad. 


1.  Tapping and Hold Virtual Keys  

Holding down on certain virtual keys will display a popover that lets you choose 
some additional options.   Press and hold a vowel, for example, and a popover 
will display that lets you select special characters.   Even some of the 
consonants, like the C, S, and N will display special characters when you hold 
down on them. 


Additionally, hold down on certain punctuation marks and you will get a popover 
with some extra helpful options.  It’s best to try them all out to get a feel for your 
options. 


2.  The Comma Key  
Well, we all know that the iPad’s virtual keyboard is not as convenient as a real 
one but here is something you may not have even known about the keyboard.  
Swipe up quickly on the “comma” key and it will insert an apostrophe.   Swiping 
up on the period key inserts a quotation mark.  It’s not a tap…just a quick swipe. 


3.  Auto-correction  
If you are using the on-screen keyboard, this is a great iPad 2 tip to know about.  
You will become a virtual typing pro in no time by putting some faith in the auto-
correction algorithm.   Don’t be tempted to look and correct everything you type 
because the faster you allow yourself to type, the better the the algorithm will 
become and it will soon learn the words you actually meant to type. 

tip: after you are done typing, check to see how close it came and if it’s an 
important email, definitely check before tapping “send”.


4.  Common Keyboard Shortcuts  
Here is another great iPad 2 tip.  If you connect your iPad to the Apple Bluetooth 
keyboard or the Apple iPad Keyboard Dock you can actually use some of the 
same keyboard shortcuts that you are used to using on your Mac. Here are 
some great keyboard shortcuts you can use: 

	 ▪	 Command-C, X, and V for Copy, Cut and Paste
          
	 ▪	 Command-Shift-Arrow key-based text selection
          
	 ▪	 Option-key shortcuts for typing diacritical characters
          
	 ▪	 Command-Z and Shift-Command-Z for Undo and Redo
          
	 ▪	 Control-A, Control-E, and Control-K
          

5.  Avoiding Application Exits  
Ever pressed the home button by mistake in an app and had it close out on 
you?   Instead of letting the app close, finding its icon and then relaunching it, 
you can tell your iPad that you did not want to shut that app down.  Here’s how: 
don’t let go of the Home button.   That’s it.   If you keep holding down the Home 
button without letting go it is essentially telling the iPad that you really didn’t 
want to close down that app. 


6.  Closing Background Apps  
Here is a great iPad 2 tip you definitely want to know about.  There may be times 
when you want to close apps that are still running in the background.  Even after 
you close an app, it may still be running in the background (multitasking) and this 
really isn’t an issue but sometimes apps get weird and you might want to close it 
out completely.   In fact, some chew up data and resources while running so 
that’s another reason you may want to completely close them out. 

To force an app to close completely, double-tap the Home button to bring up the 
multitasking bar, then press and hold on any one of the apps you see until them 
start dancing around. Now tap the red circle on the running apps in your 
multitasking bar that you ‘d like to quit. 
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7.  Hidden Music Playback Controls  

Here is a great little tip that brings us back to that multitasking bar.   To find the 
music controls, just double-tap the Home button, then swipe to the left and you 
will finally see the music controls.   Coincidentally, you will also see this is where 
the screen orientation lock and brightness controls are. 


8.  Smarter Search  
Double-tap that Home button again, or swipe to the left of your home screen.  
This gets you into Spotlight search (the same one you use on your Mac).  This is 
a great way to launch apps, find emails, or look up contacts.  Did you know that 
you can also tell Spotlight what you want to look for? You can rearrange the 
search order to have it not even look at certain things like your contacts or email. 


To set your search preferences, just tap on Settings, tap General, and then tap 
the Spotlight Search. 


 

9.  Put More Apps On Your Dock  
Another great iPad 2 tip.  The app dock has 4 apps by default but did you know 
you can have 6? You sure can.   All you have to do is hold down on any of your 
apps on the home screen (or any of your screens) until they are dancing around. 
Then just drag an app to your dock and it will stay right there. 


10.  Launch Apps Quickly  
Here we are with the last iPad 2 tip.  By now you are a guru and it’s time to show 
off your new iPad skills.  Before you do that, here’s one more for the road.  If you 
have a lot of apps (eventually you will), and a lot of pages of them then you might 
want to launch one quickly instead of swiping through screen after screen. 


As luck would have it, you can use Spotlight (from tip #8) to help you launch 
apps a lot quicker.   Tap the Home button to get to your first home screen, and 
then either tap it again or swipe to reveal the Spotlight. Now, start typing the first 
few letters of the App’s name and then tap the result to launch it.   The best part 
is that as you use this, Spotlight will remember your frequently used apps and 
thus they are right there for you just a tap away.


 

There are ten iPad 2 tips and tricks you can use with the first generation iPad or 
with your new iPad 2.  If you find any others, please feel free to leave them here 
in the comments as it benefits everyone.  Thanks. 
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The Macworld staff, which occasionally works on articles together, posted the 
following article to macworld.com on April 27, 2015. tinyurl.com/n88783d. © IDG 
Consumer & SMB. 

The Ultimate Guide To How And Where To Use Apple 
Pay 
By Macworld Staff

It’s official: Tim Cook named 2015 as “the year of Apple Pay.” Apple’s flagship 
mobile payment platform is off to a running start in the U.S., with support for an 
impressive number of banking partners and retail stores that’s practically 
growing by the day. And iPhone users are rampantly using it—Whole Foods 
Market has seen mobile payments increase by more than 400 percent since 
Apple Pay launched in October 2014.


Ready to start using it yourself? Read on to learn more about how Apple Pay 
works, how to get your iPhone ready for it, and most importantly, where you can 
go test it out. We’ll keep this page up-to-date as more banks, stores, and apps 
gain Apple Pay support, too. 


What’s the latest? 

Best Buy now supports Apple Pay for in-app purchases and this fall will begin 
accepting Apple Pay in its stores nationwide. Apple announced Best Buy’s 
support during its second-quarter earnings call.


The move is particularly notable because Best Buy is apart of the consortium of 
major retailers developing an Apple Pay competitor called CurrentC. CurrentC 
members like Rite Aid and CVS have prevented customers from using Apple Pay 
at their NFC terminals, but it looks like Best Buy is taking a friendlier approach to 
Apple—or perhaps the writing’s on the wall for CurrentC.


Discover also announced support for Apple Pay is coming this fall. Now that 
Apple has all of the major U.S. credit card issuers on board, it can ramp up 
international expansion efforts.


Want to use Apple Pay? Get your iPhone ready 

In order to use Apple Pay, you need to have a compatible device and the right 
version of iOS. For in-store purchases, Apple Pay is compatible with the iPhone 

6 and iPhone 6 Plus, which are the only iPhones equipped with the requisite 
NFC radio antennae. Besides NFC compatibility, the other piece of the hardware 
puzzle is a Touch ID sensor, but iPhone 5S owners are out of luck. For in-app 
purchases, Apple Pay works with the iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPad Air 2, and 
iPad mini 3—again, thanks to the Touch ID sensor.


Once your iPhone is in order, you’ll need to link up a credit or debit card to use 
for payments. As of April 27, Apple’s confirmed credit, debit, bank, and credit 
union partners are: 


EDITOR - List of more than 200 institutions omitted.


If you already have one of these partner cards linked to your Apple ID for making 
iTunes and App Store purchases, you can opt to keep using that card with Apple 
Pay.


You can also add different cards—just launch Passbook and tap the plus-sign in 
the top-right corner. You’ll then be prompted to add either a credit or debit card 
to use with Apple Pay, or another pass to store in Passbook. Tap “Add Another 
Card,” then follow the entry fields on the next screen. You can speed this up by 
taking a picture of your card with your iPhone.


Whether you’re using the card already linked to your Apple ID or adding a new 
one, your iPhone will guide you through the setup process, which includes 
verifying your card, granting Apple Pay access, and then storing it in Passbook. 
Be sure to have your card handy so you can verify the card with its security 
code.


The card linked to your Apple ID will be listed as your default Apple Pay card, 
but you can always change that by going to Settings > Passbook & Apple Pay 
and updating your transaction default information.

Apple Pay on the Apple Watch


To set up Apple Pay on your Apple Watch, you’ll use the Apple Watch app for 
iPhone. In the My Watch tab, scroll down to Passbook & Apple Pay. In that 
section, you can mirror the alerts that show on your iPhone, or choose Custom 
and elect to have alerts come to your watch or not.


Even if you are already using Apple Pay on your iPhone 6 or 6 Plus, you’ll need 
to add your cards again to your Apple Watch. Luckily, setting up your cards is 
pretty easy. You can use the iPhone’s camera to capture the info on the front of 
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the card: account number, cardholder’s name, expiration date. You’re then asked 
to verify that it detected the right info, and add the three-digit code on the back 
of your card. Each credit card company has a different verification system, so 
you might need to be a little patient.

How it works


When buying something at a brick-and-mortar store, you’ll hold your iPhone up 
to a wireless payment terminal near the cash register, and then use Touch ID to 
complete your purchase. These sensors are the same ones you’ve already seen 
in stores, often equipped with both card swipers and a tap-to-pay contactless 
terminal. The beauty of Apple Pay is that you don’t even need to wake up your 
iPhone or launch Passbook—your phone wakes up automatically when it gets in 
range of the terminal and initiates the payment process.


If you’re buying something through a partnered online store on your iPhone, iPad 
Air 2, or iPad mini 3, you’ll just use Touch ID to complete the purchase. 
Depending on the app, you may have to toggle on a setting to allow the app to 
access Apple Pay, or to set Apple Pay as your default method of payment.


If you’re buying something with your Apple Watch, double-press the button 
underneath the Digital Crown. Pressing twice will bring up your default Apple 
Pay card, with your other cards available too if you’d like to select a different 
one.


Once you pick the card you want to use, you’ll just hold your Watch close to the 
contactless payment terminal until you hear a beep and/or feel a vibration. It 
helps if you turn the Watch face toward the payment terminal, almost smooshing 
them together like they’re kissing. So you typically can’t see the watch’s face 
while the payment is happening, unlike when using Apple Pay on an iPhone, 
where the screen is typically facing you.


Depending on the retailer, the card you’re using, and the value of your purchase, 
you might need to enter your PIN or provide a signature to complete the 
transaction.


Get shopping  

What makes Apple Pay such a game-changer is how many retail partners the 
platform has, with new stores being added constantly. Besides the Apple Store, 
you can use Apple Pay at these brick-and-mortar locations:


EDITOR - List of more than 150 stores and apps omitted.


Also, JetBlue accepts Apple Pay payments on select flights between New York’s 
John F. Kennedy airport and the airports in San Francisco and Los Angeles, with 
a fleet-wide Apple Pay rollout expected for later in 2015. Passengers can use 
Apple Pay to purchase in-air snacks, drinks, entertainment, and seat upgrades. 
Flight attendants will use iPad minis equipped with NFC-enabled cases to 
complete transactions, and the system will accept traditional credit and debit 
card transactions as well. By June, 3500 JetBlue flight attendants will have the 
Apple Pay-ready iPad minis. 


While JetBlue is paving the way, we wouldn’t be surprised to see Apple Pay 
accepted by other airlines as well. The next likely candidate is United Airlines, 
which already has released plans to equip 23,000 flight attendants with an 
iPhone 6 Plus for on board use later this year. However, they haven’t announced 
any plans for Apple Pay integration yet.
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Daniel Nations posted the following article to about.com. tinyurl.com/
poutvkv. © About.com. He has been writing, programming and following 
technology since back in the Commodore Vic 20 days. 

What Is The iPad's Lost Mode? And How Do You Use 
It? 
What to Do If You've Lost Your iPad


By Daniel Nations 
The iPad is an extremely secure device. 
Not only is it impervious to viruses and 
resistant to most forms of malware, it 
also has powerful features to protect your 
device in the event it is lost or stolen. The 
iPad's Lost Mode is a great way to both 
lock down your device and even display 
a custom message with your phone 
number so that it can be returned.


Lost Mode allows you to lock the device 
with a passcode

This means anyone attempting to use the 
device will be asked to put in a 4 digit 

code before the iPad can be used. It will also disable all text messages, 
phone calls, notifications, alerts, alarms, events or any other personal 
message. Lost Mode also disables Apple Pay for newer devices like the iPad 
Air 2. In essence, the only thing the iPad will be good for when Lost Mode is 
enabled is displaying the custom message you choose to put on the screen.


In order to use Lost Mode, you will need to have Find My iPad turned on. 
This feature allows you to track your iPad's location and turn on the Lost 
Mode no matter where your iPad is located. You can turn on Find My iPad in 
the iPad's iCloud Settings. Find out how to turn on Find My iPad.


Before you turn on Lost Mode, you want to find out where your iPad is 
located. After all, there's no need to turn it on if your iPad is simply hiding 
behind a pillow or under a bed.


In order to check your iPad's location, go to www.icloud.com in a web 
browser on any PC, tablet or smartphone.


After signing into iCloud, click on the Find My iPhone. Alternatively, you can 
use the Find My iPad or Find My iPhone app on another iOS device.


By default, a map with all of your devices will be displayed. If you have 
multiple devices such as an iPhone or another iPad, click on All Devices at 
the top of the screen and choose the lost iPad from the list.

In addition to turning on Lost Mode, you can also play a sound on your iPad. 
This is a great way to locate your iPad if it is simply lost somewhere near 
your current location. When you have your device selected, a window 
appears in the upper-right corner of the screen. Simply tap the Play Sound 
button to play a sound on your iPad.


If your iPad isn't at your current location, you can turn on Lost Mode by 
clicking the Lost Mode button. This will lock the iPad with a passcode and 
display a message on the screen.


Should you erase the data on the iPad? If you don't recognize the location, 
your iPad may be stolen. However, Lost Mode will both lock it with a 
passcode and disable Apple Pay, which does a good job of protecting the 
device. If you have saved more sensitive data on the device and backup 
your iPad on a regular basis, erasing the iPad might be the best choice.


Note: The Find My iPad features can only work if the iPad is connected to 
the Internet, whether by a 4G data connection or by connecting to a Wi-Fi 
network. However, even if it isn't connected, any commands you give it will 
be enabled immediately after it connects to the Internet. For example, if your 
iPad is stolen and the thief tries to use it to browse the web, your Lost Mode 
or Erase iPad will carry out as soon as the iPad connects to the Internet.


But I Don't Have Find My iPad Turned On!  If you have lost your iPad and 
don't have the Find My iPad Feature turned on, you will want to change the 
password for your Apple ID.  If you think the iPad was stolen, you should 
report it to the police.  If you have registered your device with Apple, you can 
find your serial number at supportprofile.apple.com, otherwise, you can find 
this information on the iPad's box. 
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Adam C. Engst posted the following article to tidbits.com on May 15, 2015. 
tinyurl.com/onahwb9. © TidBITS Publishing Inc. He is the publisher of TidBITS 
and Take Control Books. He has written numerous books and many magazine 
articles. 

Exercising With The Apple Watch: The Hardware 
By Adam C. Engst 
Apple markets the Apple Watch as a fitness tool, going so far as to sign up 
Christy Turlington Burns to blog about her experiences training for and running 
the London Marathon (finishing in a thoroughly respectable 3:46:45). It was a 
win-win — Apple got to feature a former supermodel in its ads, and Turlington 
Burns gained unbeatable exposure for her worthy charity, Every Mother Counts. 


But is the Apple Watch even useful for marathon training? And what if your idea 
of a run is a couple miles around the neighborhood twice a week? Or if exercise 
for you involves taking the stairs instead of the elevator at work? What if your 
goal is only to lose weight, and if you could do that while ensconced on the 
couch, you would? 


I’ll lay my biases out up front. I love running and racing, and little competes with 
running for an activity that requires almost no equipment or expense, can be 
done anytime and anywhere, takes relatively little time, and is fabulous exercise. 
As humans, our bodies evolved to run, and while Christopher McDougal’s book 
“Born To Run” is a bit over the top in its praise of barefoot running, it’s still a 
gripping read that I highly recommend. (For a sense of what it’s like to race 
competitively, John L. Parker’s fictional “Once a Runner” is the classic in the 
field, and its sequel, “Again to Carthage,” is also wonderful.) 


But I can hear the complaints about running starting even now. No worries, I get 
that many people can’t or won’t run, so if you prefer scenic bike rides or laps in 
the pool, more power to you. Or perhaps the gleaming machines and scheduled 
classes at a local gym are what get you going — that’s great too. Heck, if a walk 
around the block is what you can do, that’s way better than nothing. And while 
I’m distressed by how people view exercise as a chore or even a punishment — I 
run, ride an ElliptiGO, swim, snowshoe, Nordic ski, and ice skate because those 
activities are fun for me — if you need to motivate yourself through weight loss 
goals, digital nagging, or mental self-flagellation rather than pure enjoyment, so 
be it. 


When it comes to unpacking what the Apple Watch means for fitness, we have 
to separate what its hardware provides, and what the software that runs on it 
could do for you. I’ll look at the hardware now; the next installment will 
investigate the software side. 


The most remarkable part of the Apple Watch is how much technology Apple 
has managed to squeeze into that tiny case. But remarkable though it may be, 
there are still tradeoffs, and nowhere do they become more apparent than in 
fitness scenarios. 


Screen -- The high-resolution color display offers stunning graphics and 
capacitive touch-enabled interaction, but neither of those is a win when 
exercising. The screen is difficult to see in bright sunlight, and that makes touch-
based interfaces even harder to control than they already are. Since the screen is 
capacitive, you can’t operate it with normal gloves, just like an iPhone (some 
gloves now have special fabric at the fingertips to work around this problem). 


The other real problem with the display is that it turns on only when you raise 
your wrist or tap the screen, and turns off quickly to save battery life. Thus, just 
looking at it requires extra arm movements or interaction, which isn’t always 
easy, safe, or possible. 


In comparison, the Garmin Forerunner 620 sport watch that I run with uses an 
always-on LCD screen that’s perfectly visible in bright sunlight (with a backlight 
for when that’s necessary). Most important interactions rely on physical buttons 
that can be pressed without looking, and although it has a touch-based interface 
too, it’s pressure-based and thus works with any gloves. 


GPS -- Since it lacks a GPS chip, the Apple Watch cannot track your location, 
though it can report on such information as collected by its companion iPhone. 
From a fitness standpoint, location tracking is primarily useful in terms of 
determining where and how far you went. The practical upshot of that is that if 
you’re going to carry your iPhone with you when you run or bike anyway, you 
may be able to use the Apple Watch as a sort of remote control for an app on 
your iPhone. 


The lack of GPS is a problem for those of us who like to track such information; 
although I have a running belt for carrying my iPhone 6 at the small of my back 
(arm bands can throw off running form, and those I’ve tried bugged me 
intensely), the only time I voluntarily run with an iPhone is when I’m in an 
unfamiliar city and the iPhone could be helpful for navigation or communication. 
If you don’t mind carrying your iPhone while working out, peachy, but hey, don’t 
text and exercise. 


Accelerometer -- Happily, the Apple Watch does have an accelerometer that 
enables it to detect your steps, from which it can determine both distance and 
pace, even if you’re not carrying your iPhone. It calibrates itself when you use it 
with the iPhone around, and I’m impressed at how accurate it can be. After a few 
runs, its numbers match quite closely with those collected by my Garmin and 
with the quarter-mile markings on San Francisco’s Bay Shore Trail, where I was 
running recently. Unfortunately, accuracy drops significantly if you run uphill 
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(where your stride is shorter) or faster than normal (where it will be longer). I don’t 
know if it’s equally accurate when walking (where stride length is again much 
shorter) — when I’ve taken long walks with it, I’ve had my iPhone with me, and 
not the Garmin. 


Heart Rate Sensor -- Apple makes much of the Apple Watch’s heart rate 
sensor, which uses optical techniques rather than the more common conductive 
approach. The utility of pulse tracking is that one of the major goals of exercise 
is to increase heart rate — the heart is a muscle, and like all muscles, it gets 
stronger when you force it to beat harder and faster. Athletes sometimes train by 
heart rate, choosing workouts that keep the heart in particular zones for different 
types of results. Apple’s technology seems well done, generally agreeing with 
the uncomfortable chest strap heart rate monitor I sometimes use with my 
Garmin. The real question in relation to heart rate will revolve around software — 
how you interact with and interpret this data. 


Water Resistance -- Apple says the Apple Watch meets the IPX7 level of water 
resistance, which means it should be able to handle immersion in up to 1 meter 
of water for 30 minutes. Simultaneously, though, the company states: 


Apple Watch is splash and water resistant but not waterproof. You can, for 
example, wear and use Apple Watch during exercise, in the rain, and while 
washing your hands, but submerging Apple Watch is not recommended. Apple 
Watch has a water resistance rating of IPX7 under IEC standard 60529. The 
leather bands are not water resistant. 


This seems to be a case of Apple under-promising and over-delivering, since 
many people have taken the Apple Watch into the shower and even into the pool 
— for a comprehensive set of tests, see DC Rainmaker’s writeup and videos (his 
site is a must-visit for anyone interested in workout gear). 


My take? Don’t worry about the Apple Watch getting wet accidentally (but be 
careful with your iPhone!). Personally, I still wouldn’t take it in the shower or the 
pond because there’s no benefit in doing so — I don’t swim with my Garmin 
either, and Apple’s Workout app doesn’t offer a Swim category. A third-party 
swimming app might emerge in the future, but I could imagine Apple rejecting 
such an app on the grounds that it encourages behavior Apple warns against. 
What remains to be seen is if Apple honors its warranty if you get your watch wet 
and it stops working, either for that reason or something else. 


Battery -- In my usage, the Apple Watch has run out of power only once, when it 
shut off at 10 PM. Days when it lasted fine included a number of running 
workouts of up to 10 miles and one 33 mile ElliptiGO ride that took a bit under 3 
hours. My conclusion is that battery life isn’t likely to be a problem for most 
people, although you shouldn’t be surprised if a long workout coupled with a lot 
more watch use causes it to sleep early. 


If power is a concern, you can disable heart rate tracking during running and 
walking workouts to conserve power; do this in the Apple Watch app on the 
iPhone, in Workouts > Power Saving Mode. If the watch gets too low on battery, 
you can put it in Power Reserve mode, where it shows only the watch face. 


That said, I doubt the Apple Watch will be sufficient for serious bikers, triathletes, 
and ultra-runners, whose training and racing take place across many hours. 
These people are already buying specialized devices, though, since even 
standard GPS watches aimed at runners seldom last more than 5–8 hours. 


Although I have no experience with them, some of the fitness trackers, such as 
those from Fitbit and the Microsoft Band, also offer sleep monitoring. I’d be 
surprised if Apple added that, purely because most people will recharge the 
Apple Watch at night. 


(Personally, I’ve not seen the need for sleep monitoring — Tonya and I go to bed 
between 11 PM and midnight most nights and get up between 7 and 8 AM. If we 
get to bed late, have to wake up early, or have our sleep interrupted, we feel 
cruddy and try to get more sleep the next night. But if you have trouble 
maintaining a regular sleep schedule or are surprised when lack of sleep impacts 
your productivity, electronic nudging could be useful.) 


Bluetooth Audio -- Even without an iPhone, the Apple Watch can store and play 
audio on a paired Bluetooth headset. I haven’t tried this, so I don’t know how 
effective it is, but for safety reasons I recommend against blocking out all 
external sounds when biking or running outside. Just recently, I was running a 
trail race and nearly ran over several people who couldn’t hear me repeatedly 
telling them from behind that I was going to pass on the left. And since I exercise 
with friends, earbuds of any sort are socially inappropriate. That said, if it can be 
done safely, listening to music can apparently improve both your enjoyment of 
your workout and its health benefits. 


Overall, the Apple Watch’s hardware will meet the needs of people whose 
preferred form of exercise is walking or using a machine in a gym, and of those 
who have already figured out how to carry an iPhone while running or cycling 
outside. 


However, if you need to interact fluidly with the watch during exercise, want 
location tracking without carrying your iPhone, like to track swim workouts, or 
just enjoy exercising for long periods of time, you’ll be better off with purpose-
built sport watches like those from Garmin, Suunto, and Polar. They’re easier to 
see in bright sunlight, can be controlled without looking, offer built-in GPS 
capabilities, support multiple sports including swimming, and feature long 
battery life. And if sleep monitoring is important to you, look to a similarly long-
lived fitness tracker like a Fitbit or the Microsoft Band. 
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Of course, the Apple Watch’s hardware is only half of the equation, with software 
displaying and analyzing that data — apps are what you’ll interact with on the 
Apple Watch. While Apple can’t change the hardware behavior significantly 
before the next major release, software is an entirely different story, since both 
Apple and independent developers will be improving the user experience 
constantly. The moving target of software is where I’ll turn my attention next 
time. 


Jonny Evans posted the following articles to computerworld.com on April 30, 
2015 and March 24, 2015. tinyurl.com/ogmuts9 and tinyurl.com/oo539ja. © 
Computerworld Inc. He is an independent journalist/blogger who first got online 
in 1993 and began writing about Apple in 1999. He's author of Computerworld's 
AppleHolic blog and also writes for others in the US, UK and Europe. 

How To Fix iCloud Sync In Seconds  
You need to know what to do when your contacts or calendar events don’t sync 
between devices. 


By Jonny Evans
iCloud sync is usually reliable but sometimes you’ll find 
contacts, calendar events, or other content doesn’t sync 
between all your devices after the few seconds it usually 
takes. If this seems to be happening to you, then you 
should try these simple tricks to get things running 
smoothly again. 


Check 
As a first step check Apple’s iCloud System Status page 
and ensure you are logged into iCloud using the same 
account on all your devices. You must also ensure your 
devices are configured to set time and date 
automatically and should check iCloud Drive/Documents & Data) is enabled. 


iOS: Settings>iCloud>iCloud Drive OR Documents & Data>Toggle to On 


Mac: System Preferences>iCloud>Click to enable iCloud Drive or Documents & 
Data. 


Force Sync 
Now you know your system(s) are set up correctly try this simple trick to force 
iCloud Contacts and Calendars to sync. 


To refresh your iCloud Calendars launch the app on your iOS device and tap the 
“Calendars” button at the bottom of the page. When you get to the next page 
just tap and hold your finger on the screen and drag the list down until the 

activity icon appears and release the page. The activity icon will spin briefly and 
you should find iCloud has synced your calendars for you. 


This also works with the Contacts app. Launch the app and select “Groups” on 
the All Contacts page. Now you’re in Groups just tap and hold your finger and 
drag the page down as you did for Calendars. The activity icon will appear and 
your Contacts will be synced, 


Reoffenders 
If you regularly experience sync problems with your iOS device(s) and you know 
your network is stable then you should try logging out of your iCloud account on 
your iPhone and then logging back in. When you do log in do make certain 
you’re using the same email address for your Apple ID across all your systems 
(that’s a particular issue to those who still own multiple .Mac, Me.com and 
iCloud email addresses that are associated with their account). You should also 
back up your iCloud data before logging out. 

All on My iPhone 
One strange bug some iOS users may not have notice crept in with iOS 7 when 
for some reason devices defaulted to the On My iPhone contacts group after 
upgrading. This meant contacts saved to the device weren’t made available via 
iCloud, so you may think they aren’t syncing when in fact they aren’t scheduled 
to sync. There’s a relatively easy fix for this, though it does mean you’ll have to 
re-enter missing contact information. 

Restart

If problems persist then close and restart the relevant iCloud-enabled app: 
Contacts or Calendar, for example. Double-click the Home button, swipe 
through your active apps and swipe up to close the app. Press the Home button 
and wait a few moments before restarting the app. This should help restore 
service. 

Alternatively turn off iCloud Contacts and turn it on again, Settings>iCloud, turn 
of Contacts, unless you have a copy of your contacts stored somewhere then 
choose Keep on My iPhone/iPad. Wait a few moments and turn Contacts on 
again in Settings>iCloud. 

Reset

Never underestimate the power of a hard reset to resolve many iOS problems. To 
achieve a hard reset on iOS devices simply hold down the Power and Home 
buttons until the deivce turns off and the Apple logo appears. The device will 
restart and system processes will be refreshed, which sometimes fixes iCloud 
sync problems. 


I do hope these suggestions get iCloud sync working well for you once again.  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Kevin Fogarty posted the following article to itworld.com on June 7, 2012. 
tinyurl.com/noz2x8r. © ITworld. He is a freelance writer, editor, and analyst who 
has covered technology-driven shifts in business and society for years His work 
has appeared in the New York Times, Boston Globe, CNN.com, 
InformationWeek, CIO, and Computerworld. 

How Many Seconds Would It Take To Break Your 
Password? 
By Kevin Fogarty 
Security breaches of mind-numbing size like those at LinkedIn and 
EHarmony.com set crypto- and security geeks to chattering about weak 
passwords and lazy users and the importance of non-alphanumeric characters 
to security.


And insisting on a particular number of characters in a password is just pointless 
security-fetish control freakishness, right? 


Nope. The number and type of characters make a big difference. 


[ Stupid security mistakes: Things you missed while doing the hard stuff ]


How big? Adding a symbol eliminates the possibility of a straight dictionary 
attack (using, literally, words from a dictionary. Adding a symbol, especially an 
unusual one, makes it much harder to crack even using rainbow tables 
(collections of alphanumeric combinations, only some of which include symbols). 


How big a difference to length and character make? 


Look below and pick which password-cracking jobs you'd want to take on if you 
were a computer. The examples come from the Interactive Brute Force 
Password Search Space Calculator: at GRC.com, the love child of from former 
InfoWorld columnist and freeware contributor Steve Gibson 


How long would it take to crack my password: (Includes letters and numbers, no 
upper- or lower-case and no symbols) 


6 characters: 2.25 billion possible combinations 
	 •	 Cracking online using web app hitting a target site with one thousand           

guesses per second: 3.7 weeks.


	 •	 Cracking offline using high-powered servers or desktops (one hundred           
billion guesses/second): 0.0224 seconds


	 •	 Cracking offline using massively parallel multiprocessing clusters or grid           
(one hundred trillion guesses per second: 0.0000224 seconds


10 characters: 3.76 quadrillion possible combinations 
	 •	 Cracking online using web app hitting a target site with one thousand           

guesses per second: 3.7 weeks.


	 •	 Cracking offline using high-powered servers or desktops (one hundred           
billion guesses/second): 10.45 hours


	 •	 Cracking offline using massively parallel multiprocessing clusters or grid           
(one hundred trillion guesses per second: 37.61 seconds.


Add a symbol, make the crack several orders of magnitude 
more difficult:  

6 characters: 7.6 trillion possible combinations 
	 •	 Cracking online using web app hitting a target site with one thousand           

guesses per second: 2.4 centuries.


	 •	 Cracking offline using high-powered servers or desktops (one hundred           
billion guesses/second): 1.26 minutes


	 •	 Cracking offline using massively parallel multiprocessing clusters or grid           
(one hundred trillion guesses per second: 0.0756 seconds


10 characters: 171.3 sextillion possible combinations: 
(171,269,557,687,901,638,419) 
	 •	 Cracking online using web app hitting a target site with one thousand           

guesses per second: 54.46 million centuries.


	 •	 Cracking offline using high-powered servers or desktops (one hundred           
billion guesses/second) 54.46 years


	 •	 Cracking offline using massively parallel multiprocessing clusters or grid           
(one hundred trillion guesses per second: 2.83 weeks.


Take Steve's advice: go for 10 characters, then add a symbol. 


FASCINATING !! 
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Dan Goodin posted the following article to arstechnica.com on January 24, 2014. 
tinyurl.com/odqephl. © Condé Nast Digital. He is Security Editor at Ars Technica, 
where he oversees coverage of malware, computer espionage, botnets, and 
hardware hacking. He has been chronicling hacker exploits since 2005 as a 
reporter for the Associated Press and later, The Register. Ed- Great writings. 

Apple.Com Does More To Protect Your Password, 
Study Of Top 100 Sites Finds  
Which sites allow "123456"? Study names/shames the best/worst password 
policies. 


By Dan Goodin 

Apple, Microsoft, Chegg, Newegg, and Target do the best job of safeguarding 
customer passwords, according to a comprehensive study of the top 100 e-
commerce websites that also ranked Major League Baseball, Karmaloop, Dick's 
Sporting Goods, Toys R Us, and Aeropostale as performing the worst. 


Apple.com was the only site to receive a perfect score of 100, which was based 
on 24 criteria, such as whether the site accepts "123456" and other extremely 
weak passwords and whether it sends passwords in plaintext by e-mail. 
Microsoft and academic supplier Chegg tied for second place with 65, while 
Newegg and Target came in third with 60. By contrast, MLB received a score of 
-75, Karmaloop a -70, Dick's Sporting Goods a -65, and Aeropostale and Toys R 
US each got a -60. Each site was awarded or deducted points based on each 
criterion, leading to a possible score from -100 and 100. The study was 
conducted by researchers from password manager Dashlane based on the 
password policies in effect on the top 100 e-commerce sites from January 17 
through January 22. 


An epidemic of poor passwords  

Amazingly, 55 percent of the sites accepted weak passwords such as "123456" 
and "password," while Toys R US, J.Crew, 1-800-Flowers.com, and five other 
sites sent passwords as plaintext in e-mails. Sixty-one of the sites provided no 
advice on how to create a strong password when creating an account, while only 
seven sites provided any type of on-screen meter to help assess the strength of 
a chosen password. 


Results from studies and previous website breaches show that a large 
percentage of people use the same password to secure multiple accounts. By 
allowing users to choose weak passwords, sites help contribute to an epidemic 
of poor security hygiene that can follow users from site to site. Conversely, 
websites that follow a handful of simple policies help break the cycle. The 
policies include requiring users to choose passwords at least eight characters 
long containing a mix of letters, numbers, and symbols; blocking account access 
after four failed login attempts; providing users with on-screen advice for 
choosing strong passwords; and providing a password strength meter. 


"Some retailers may argue that such requirements impede user convenience, but 
companies such as Apple, arguably the most famous brand on the list, have 
shown that it is possible to be both secure and successful," Dashlane officials 
wrote in a   press release announcing the ranking. "In every category we tested, 
Apple implemented the four simple policies and procedures we recommend 
above. The policies resulted in the company being awarded the only perfect 
score in the study."


There are a few points in the Dashlane study that are worth quibbling with. First, 
locking an account after four failed attempts opens users to denial-of-service 
attacks that are extremely easy to carry out. What's more, the types of 
protections in place to prevent password guessing attacks isn't always obvious 
to an end user. Just because Dashlane researchers didn't observe Amazon.com 
and other sites doing anything to limit failed login attempts doesn't necessarily 
mean they don't do things to prevent online cracking attacks. 


The study also didn't gauge several important criteria that are crucial for 
safeguarding passwords. For instance, do any of the sites allow users to enter 
passwords through unencrypted HTTP connections? Are password reset links 
available in HTTP? Do any of the sites allow users to reset passwords using 
easily guessed security questions? And are passwords hashed using a slow 
algorithm such as PBKDF2 when they're stored in databases? Also, as Ars has 
explained before, many meters gauging the strength of user passwords aren't 
worth the bits they run on. Poorly implemented meters do users a disservice by 
giving them a false sense of security. Dashlane researchers do nothing to 
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separate effective ones from ineffective ones. Also noticeably absent is any 
measure of which sites offer two-factor authentication. 


Still, the study is useful because it's among the first to scrutinize the password 
policies that have a huge effect on the collective strength of Internet passwords. 
Here's hoping Dashlane and other researchers provide follow-up analysis. It will 
be interesting to see how or if website rankings change over time. 


The complete ranking follows:  

Tim Fisher  posted the following article to about.com. tinyurl.com/pc8f59k. © 
About.com. He is a professional freelance technology author, co-owner of a 
technology services company for small businesses, and author of Windows 8 
Basics in 30 Minutes, published by i30 Media. 

5 Simple Fixes For Most Computer Problems 
Try These Ideas Before You Pay for Computer Service (and You May Not Have 
To!)


By Tim Fisher 
You may have already decided that the computer problem you're dealing with is 
too hard to fix yourself, or at least not something you're interested spending your 
time doing. 


I'd argue that you should almost always try to fix your own computer problem, 
but I understand if you're just completely against it. No hard feelings. 


However, before you call tech support, or run off to the computer repair shop, I 
get one more shot to convince you to at least try something before you pay 
someone else for help. 


Having worked in the computer service industry for years, I'm very familiar with 
the simple things that most people overlook, things that could completely 
eliminate the need to have a computer worked on at all. 


You could quite literally save hundreds of dollars, and an equally valuable 
amount of frustration, by following some of the really easy things below. 


1.  Restart Your Computer 

It's a long running joke that the only thing tech support folks know how to do is 
tell people to restart their computers. 


I've had the displeasure of working with a few "professionals" that might have 
inspired that joke, but please don't overlook this extraordinarily simple step. 


More times than you would believe, I would visit a customer's home or business, 
listen to a long story about an issue, and then simply restart the computer to fix 
the problem. 


Contrary to accounts otherwise, I do not have a magic touch. Computers 
sometimes encounter very temporary issues that a restart, which clears its 
memory and reruns processes, solves. 


How Do I Restart My Computer?
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Make sure you restart your computer at least one time before scheduling 
computer repair with anyone. The problem, assuming its of a certain nature, 
might simply go away. 


Tip: If the computer problem you're having means that restarting properly isn't 
possible, powering off and then back on accomplishes the same thing. More » 


2.  Clear Your Browser's Cache 

Yet another joke, albeit a more recent one, is that clearing your browser's cache, 
the collection of recently visited pages that's saved to your computer's hard 
drive, is the fix for all possible Internet problems. 


That's certainly an exaggeration - clearing cache won't fix every broken website 
or Internet related problem - but it is often helpful. 


Clearing the cache is very easy to do. Every browser has a straightforward 
method for doing so, even if it is hidden a few layers deep in a menu. 


If you have any sort of Internet related issue, especially if it's impacting only 
some pages, be sure to clear the cache before taking your computer in for 
service. 


How Do I Clear My Browser's Cache?


Tip: While most browsers refer to cache as cache, Internet Explorer refers to this 
collection of saved pages as Temporary Internet Files. More » 


3.  Scan for Viruses & Other Malware 

No doubt scanning for a virus infection was the first thing that came to mind if a 
virus or other malicious program (collectively called malware) made itself 
obvious. 


Unfortunately, most problems caused by malware don't always clearly point to 
an infection. It's great if your antivirus program warns you of a problem, but it 
won't always. 


Often times, virus-caused problems appear as general computer sluggishness, 
random error messages, frozen windows, and things like that. 


Before you take your computer in for any reason, be sure to run a full malware 
scan using whatever antivirus software you're running. 


How To Scan Your Computer for Viruses & Other Malware


This tutorial is really helpful if you're not sure what you're doing, don't have 
antivirus software (I link to several free options), can't access Windows, or can't 
run a scan for some reason. More » 


4.  Reinstall the Program That's Causing Trouble 

A lot of computer problems are software-specific, meaning that they only 
happen when starting, using, or stopping a particular program that's installed. 


These sorts of problems can make it seem like your whole computer is falling 
part, especially if you use the offending program a lot, but the solution is often 
very simple: reinstall the program. 


How Do I Reinstall a Software Program?


Reinstalling a program means to uninstall it, and then install it again from 
scratch. Every program has an automated process for removing itself from, as 
well as installing itself onto, your computer. 


If you think the problem you're experiencing is software-specific, gather up the 
original installation disc or download the program again, and then reinstall it. 


Check out the tutorial if you've never reinstalled a software program or you run in 
to trouble. More » 


5.  Delete Your Browser's Cookies 

No, there aren't real cookies in your computer (wouldn't that be nice?) but there 
are tiny files called cookies which are sometimes the cause of problems 
browsing the web. 


Like the cached files mentioned in #2 above, the browser stores these files to 
make surfing the web easier. 


How Do I Delete Cookies From My Browser?


If you're having problems logging in to one or more websites, or you see a lot of 
error messages when browsing that other people don't seem to see, be sure to 
clear your browser's cookies before you pay for computer repair. More » 


Some More Ideas Before You Pay for Support  

I know, I know, we've been over this. You don't want to fix it yourself! But before 
you pay someone for help, I wanted to let you know that I'm available to help out 
as well, and I don't charge anything at all! 


Just head over to my Get More Help page for more on that, as well as some 
other free options for support. 
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Tom Nelson posted the following articles to about.com. tinyurl.com/88emsem 
and tinyurl.com/nez9vxv.. © About.com. He is a consultant and writer providing 
Macintosh training, advice, and support. He has written hundreds of articles, 
tutorials, and product reviews. He made the switch to Macs in 1985. 

Resetting SMC (System Management Controller) 
How And Why To Reset Your Mac's SMC


By Tom Nelson 
The SMC (System Management Controller) controls a number of the Mac's core 
functions. The SMC is a chunk of hardware incorporated into the Mac's 
motherboard. Its purpose is to free the Mac's processor from having to actively 
take care of rudimentary hardware functions. 


What the SMC Controls  

Depending on your Mac model, the SMC performs the following functions: 


	 Responds to the press of the power button, including deciding whether the    
press is for a power off, sleep, or an accidental misstep by your cat.


	 Detects and responds to the opening or closing of the lid of a portable Mac.
   
	 Manages a  portable's battery performance, including charging,  calibration,    

and displaying remaining battery time.

	 Thermal management of your Mac's interior. This is primarily accomplished by    

sensing temperature at various places inside your Mac, and then 
adjusting fan speed to create or reduce airflow.


	 Uses the SMS (Sudden Motion Sensor) to respond to the sudden motion of a    
Mac portable and acts to prevent damage to various devices.


	 Detects ambient lighting conditions and sets appropriate lighting levels for    
various devices.


	 Controls keyboard backlighting.
   
	 Controls built-in display backlighting
   
	 Controls SILs (Status Indicator Lights) that are present on or in your Mac.
   
	 Selects external or internal video sources (primarily for iMacs with video input    

capabilities).

	 Starts hard drive spin downs, as well as power up sequences.
   
	 Controls sleep mode functions (waking and entering sleep).
   

	 Controls trackpad functions for some Mac models.
   

Signs You Need to Reset the SMC 

Resetting the SMC is not a cure-all, but there are many symptoms a Mac may 
suffer from that a simple SMC reset can fix. These include:


    Erratic sleep mode performance, including not waking from or not entering 
sleep.


    Mac portables (MacBook, MacBook Pro, MacBook Air) not responding to lid 
opening or closing.


    Failure to respond to the power button being pressed.

    MagSafe power indicator not displaying or displaying incorrectly.

    Sluggish performance, even though Activity Monitor shows little CPU usage.

    Target Display Mode not working correctly.

    Battery not charging or taking excessive time to charge.

    USB ports not working.

    Wi-Fi hardware reported as missing or not working.

    Bluetooth not working.

    Fans running fast.

    Display backlight not responding to ambient light level changes.


How to Reset Your Mac's SMC 

The method for resetting your Mac's SMC depends on the type of Mac you 
have. All SMC reset instructions require shutting down your Mac first. If your 
Mac fails to shut down, try pressing and holding the power button until the Mac 
shuts down, which usually takes 10 seconds or so.


Mac portables with user-removable batteries (MacBook and most MacBook 
Pros): 

1.     Shut down your Mac.

2.     Disconnect your Mac portable from its MagSafe connector.

3.     Remove the battery.

4.     Press and hold the power button for at least 5 seconds.

5.     Release the power button.

6.     Re-install the battery.

7.     Reconnect the MagSafe connector.

8.     Turn your Mac on.
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Mac portables with non-user-removable batteries (MacBook Air and some 
late 2009 MacBook Pro models): 

1.     Shut down your Mac.

2.     Connect the MagSafe power adapter to your Mac and to a power outlet.

3.     On the built-in keyboard (this will not work from an external keyboard), 

simultaneously press and hold the left shift, control, and option keys 
while you press the power button. Release all keys at the same time.


4.     Press the power button to start your Mac.


Mac desktops (Mac Pro, iMac, Mac mini): 

1.     Shut down your Mac.

2.     Unplug your Mac's power cord.

3.     Press and hold the Mac's power button for 15 seconds.

4.     Release the power button.

5.     Reconnect your Mac's power cord.

6.     Wait five seconds.

7.     Start your Mac by pressing the power button.


Alternative SMC reset for Mac Pro: 

If you have a 2012 or earlier Mac Pro that isn't responding to the normal SMC 
reset as described above, you can force a manual SMC reset by using the SMC 
reset button located on the Mac Pro's motherboard.


1.     Shut down your Mac.

2.     Unplug the Mac's power cord.

3.     Open the Mac Pro's side access panel.

4.     Just below the Drive 4 sled and adjacent to the top PCI-e slot is a small 

button labeled SMC. Press and hold this button for 10 seconds.

5.     Close the Mac Pro's side door.

6.     Reconnect your Mac's power cord.

7.     Wait five seconds.

8.     Start your Mac by pressing the power button.


Now that you have reset the SMC on your Mac, it should be back to operating 
as you expect. If the SMC reset didn't fix your problems, you can try combining 
it with a PRAM reset. Although the PRAM works differently than the SMC, it can, 

depending on your Mac model, store a few bits of information that the SMC 
uses.


If you're still having issues, you may wish to try running the Apple Hardware Test 
to rule out a defective component on your Mac.


Cylindrical Mac Pro 

An SMC reset is performed using the same method as 2012 and earlier Mac 
Pros. However, Apple has issued an SMC firmware update that should be 
installed in all 2013 and later Mac Pros.


Don't forget to sign up for my weekly newsletter to receive the latest Mac news 
and tips directly to your inbox.
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MLMUG'S 2015 MEETINGS 

January 10	 	 iTunes University & New Website

	 	 	 Ben Romney & Deivy Petrescu 

February 14 	 	 Lightroom - Bill Achuff 

March 14 	 	 Become Your Own IT - Sue Czarnecki

April 11		 	 FileMaker Pro - 	Marc Adler

May 9 	 	 	 Mac Security - Mike Inskeep

June 13 	 	 Picnic

July 11 		 	 Recess - Good Sam Construction

August 		 	 Recess - Summer

September 11 	 	 MLMUG University - Member Presentations 
October 10 	 	 TBA 

November 14 	 	 Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus

December 12 	 	 Holiday Party & More
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Mac OS X Startup Keyboard Shortcuts 
Control The Startup Process in OS X


By Tom Nelson 

Starting up your Mac is usually just a matter of pressing the power button and 
waiting for the login screen or the desktop to appear. But once in a while, you 
might want something different to happen when you start your Mac.


These startup shortcuts come in handy if you need to troubleshoot your Mac, or 
you just want to boot from a different volume than usual.


Startup Shortcuts 

    Hold the 'x' key during startup. This will force the Mac to boot from OS X, no 
matter which disk is specified as the startup disk. 

    Hold the 'c' key during startup to boot from a bootable CD or DVD, or USB 
Flash drive.


    Hold the 'n' key during startup to boot from a networked computer that has 
a NetBoot volume.


    Hold the 't' key during startup to boot in Target Disk Mode. This mode lets 
you use any Mac with a FireWire or Thunderbolt port as the source for 
your bootup system. 

    Hold the 'd' key during startup. Boot up using the AHT (Apple Hardware 
Test), or Apple Diagnostics.


    Hold the option + 'd' key during startup. Boot up using the AHT over the 
Internet, or Apple Diagnostics over the Internet.


    Hold the option key during startup. The OS X startup manager will appear, 
allowing you to select a disk to boot from. 

    Hold the shift key during startup. This will boot your computer in Safe 
Mode. Safe Mode disables login items and non-essential kernel 
extensions from starting up.


    Hold the command + r keys during startup. This will cause your Mac to use 
the Recovery HD partition, which will allow you to restore OS X, or use 
various utilities to troubleshoot your Mac.


   Hold the Command + Option + 'r' during startup. Your Mac will boot from 
the Internet using Apple servers. A specialized version of OS X will be 
run that includes a small suite of utilities, including Disk Utility and the 
ability to download and install OS X, or to restore from a Time Machine 
backup.


    Hold Command + 'v' during startup. The command key is the key with the 
cloverleaf symbol. This shortcut will boot your Mac in Verbose Mode, 
with descriptive text sent to the display during the startup process.


    Hold Command + 's' during startup. This shortcut will boot your Mac in 
Single-User Mode, a special mode used for troubleshooting and 
repairing complex hard drive issues.


    Hold down the mouse's primary key during startup. On a two- or three-
button mouse, the primary key is usually the left button. This shortcut 
will eject a CD or DVD from the optical drive.


    Hold Command + Option + 'p' + 'r' during startup. This zaps the PRAM 
(Parameter RAM), an option that long-time Mac users will remember. 
Press and hold the key combination until you hear the second set of 
chimes. Zapping the PRAM returns it to its default configuration for 
display and video settings, time and date settings, speaker volume, and 
DVD region settings.


In your using a wired keyboard, you should use the keyboard shortcut 
combinations immediately after pressing the Mac's power switch, or, if you used 
the Restart command, after the Mac's power light goes out. 


If your using a wireless keyboard, wait till you hear the startup sound, then 
immediately use the keyboard shortcut.
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Bob LeVitus posted the following article to macobserver.com on February 10th, 
2015. tinyurl.com/o68sv9c © The Mac Observer. Bob is the author of more than 
75 books, a computer columnist for more than 15 years for the Houston 
Chronicle, and Mac expert, par excellence. He writes a weekly column for The 
Mac Observer  and is one of my favorite authors and speakers. 

Dr. Mac Looks For A Lovable List Manager For Mac 
And iPhone  
By Bob LeVitus
There are three kinds of people: Those who make lists; those who don’t make 
lists; and I wish I could remember the third kind, but I didn’t write it down on one 
of my lists… 


As you probably guessed, I’m the first kind: An inveterate list-maker who is never 
without a notepad, notebook, Post-it note pad, or iDevice. I’ve told my family for 
years: “If you need me to do something or be somewhere, make sure I put it on 
my to do list or I’ll forget it before you even leave the room.”  


I keep lists for everything. What kinds of lists? At any moment I have between 5 
and 10 lists going: a master To Do list, To Do lists for projects, lists of phone calls 
I need to make and letters I need to write, shopping lists, wish lists, lists of 
potential article topics, and more. Until fairly recently, I never left my office 
without a pen and notepad for writing down whatever I needed to remember. 
When I got back to the office I’d transfer any little notes to my lists, which I 
maintained on yellow legal pads.  


I knew from the start my Mac would be much more efficient than a pen and 
paper for making and managing lists, so for the past 30 or so years I’ve been 
making the transition from pen-and-paper based lists to file-based lists. In that 
time I’ve tried literally dozens of apps for managing lists or tasks. 


One thing I learned early on was that an outline makes a nice, natural framework 
for a list. So most of the list managers I used in the early days were actually 
outline processors such as ThinkTank, More, and Acta. 


While outliners worked OK for managing lists, I always felt the computer should 
do more of the heavy lifting. For example, I believe list items should include due 
dates, priority levels, and tags. And the software should automatically archive 
completed tasks. I also realized that an outline is great for hierarchical lists, it’s 
not the best framework for date and time-based events like appointments, 
meetings, flight times, and the like. 


Over time I figured out that, at least for me, the Holy Grail would be fast, easy 
data entry anywhere, using any device. My dream system would be designed so 

I could add new items quickly and easily using any of my Apple devices. And, of 
course, I needed something that synchronized items and events on all devices in 
(near) real time. The bottom line was that I needed a To Do list app that 
integrated seamlessly with a calendar. 


For years I used iCal (now known as Calendar) for both to-do lists and events. 
Its to-do features were weak, but I had yet to find something that worked better. 
Then, a few years ago, Apple introduced Reminders, which helped a lot. Around 
the same time I switched from Calendar to BusyCal, which made things even 
better. I’ve been using BusyCal and Reminders ever since. 


While that combo was pretty good, I never stopped looking for something better. 
In the OS X era I’ve tested close to a dozen list-making/time management apps 
including Things, OmniFocus, and many others. And I’ve read a bunch of books 
on productivity and task management, but until now I found all the software I 
tried and books I read were too complicated, too simple, or too crappy. The 
bottom line is that while my Reminders and BusyCal-based system doesn’t 
suck, I’ve finally found something I like even better. It's called The Hit List from 
Karelia Software, with versions for the Mac (US$49.99) and the iPhone ($14.99), 
and a free syncing service so every item on every list appears on every device in 
(near) real time. 


What makes The Hit List better than more than a dozen list-and-time managing 
apps I tried previously? The biggest difference is that unlike many of the others, 
The Hit List doesn’t try to adhere to any specific system of task management. 
The problem I've had is that many of the other apps try to adhere strictly to a 
task management system — usually David Allen’s Getting Things Done (GTD). 
And while I’ve read the book and use some (but not all) of its organizational 
ideas, as a system it doesn’t work for me. The part I’ve adopted includes the 
concept of tagging tasks with “contexts,” such Internet, Writing, Telephone, Car, 
and so on.


I like that the Hit List doesn’t force you to use contexts; instead it offers a flexible 
combination of contexts and tags. I use contexts in the traditional manner — to 
quickly see tasks that are doable at the moment.


Other niceties include optional start and due dates, Today and Upcoming views 
to display items from all of your lists with due dates within the next 3 or 7 days 
respectively, automatic logging of completed tasks, smart folders, and a notes 
field you can show or hide for each task. Finally, I love keyboard shortcuts and 
the Mac version offers them in abundance, including my favorite: a global Quick 
Entry shortcut that's smart enough to add the URL of the page you're viewing 
and optionally tag it with a context (like @web).
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Another thing I like about The Hit List is that it offers the option of syncing its 
lists with lists in Apple’s Reminders app. For me, that meant trying it was 
painless — everything from my lists in Reminders appeared in The Hit List in 
seconds. It also means that in a worst-case scenario – if I had no Macs or 
iDevices available, for example — I could still access all of my lists using the 
Reminders web app at www.iCloud.com.


 

There’s a free demo (of the Mac version) at Karella's website, so if you like lists 
but aren’t thrilled with your current solution — whether it’s Reminders or a 
complicated third-party app — give The Hit List a try.


If you’re a list junkie (like me), you’re gonna love it. 


And that’s all he wrote.
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Melissa Holt posted the following article to macobserver.com on May 27, 2015. 
tinyurl.com/o9duom4. © The Mac Observer, Inc. She is an Apple Consultant who 
lives and works along the Front Range in Colorado. 

OS X: 3 Tricks For Moving Files Around  
By Melissa Holt
Everyone moves files around in the Finder differently. Just like everything else on 
the Mac, there are approximately fifty million ways to get stuff where it needs to 
go, but the following tips happen to be some of my favorites! 


First, if you want to move a file back one folder in your navigation, just pick it up 
and hover over the Back button in the upper-left corner of your Finder window. 


When you do so, the window will jump back one step, and then you can drop 
your file into its new location. Note, however, that if you haven’t navigated to 
your current folder from anywhere, the Back button will be greyed out, and this 
won’t work.


No dice.  

Secondly, if you need to move something several 
steps back in the hierarchy of your file system, an 
easy way to do so is to turn on Finder’s View> Show 
Path Bar option. 


Afterward, you’ll get a nifty way to see where you are 
on your Mac at the bottom of every Finder window, 
which I’ve discussed before. 


One thing I didn’t mention, though, is that you can 
drag and drop files to those handy little icons to 
move them there.  


That trick is especially useful if you’ve got a ton of 
nested folders that you organize stuff into! 


Finally, if keyboard shortcuts are what you prefer, 
here’s what you’ll do. Select the file you want to move and press Command-C 
(Edit> Copy). Then go to the location where you’d like to place the item and 
press Option-Command-V (the shortcut for Edit> Move Item Here, which is only 
visible if you hold down the Option key when you’re looking at the Edit menu).


That action—available on 10.7 Lion and up—is equivalent to the PC’s familiar cut 
and paste option.  


So what about you guys? I’d be very interested to hear how you move your files 
around, so be sure to comment and let me in on your organizational secrets! 
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on Ocobert 11, 2012. 
tinyurl.com/o53uf5c. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of tips and good info. 

Save A List Of Files & Folder Contents Into A Text File  

Saving a complete listing of files contained with a folder is easy, and there are 
two quick ways to save that list as a text file. 


Save a List of Files from Finder  

The first approach may be easiest for most users and is done through the OS X 
Finder and TextEdit app, it’s a simple matter of copying and pasting: 


	 •  Open the folder you want to get a content listing of and hit    
Command+A (Select All) followed by Command+C (Copy)


	 •  Now launch TextEdit and pull down the “Edit” menu and select    
“Paste and Match Style”, or hit Command+Option+Shift+V


	 •  Save the directory listing as either a .txt or .rtf
   

Saving a Detailed List of Files from Terminal  

The second approach uses the command line, and despite being done through 
Terminal is not much more complicated than the copy & paste approach outlined 
above. Launch Terminal from /Applications/Utilities/ to get started. 


At it’s most basic, the command is as follows: 


ls > contents.txt


Including hidden files in the list requires the -a flag: 


ls -a > allcontents.txt


To dump the contents of a specific folder, specify the directory path as follows: 


ls /Library/Preferences/ > LibPrefsList.txt


Attaching certain flags to the ls command will allow the list to reveal more than 
just a file content list, the -l flag will also list permissions, file ownership, and 
modification dates: 


ls -la /Library/Preferences/ > detailedprefsinfo.txt


Because the ls command accepts flags that detail additional attributes of files 
and folders, it can be much more informative than the Finder & TextEdit 
approach, which does not display details like file ownership or document 
permissions. 


The command line approach also lets you do things like compare two directory 
listings by using the diff command, that can either be done by comparing the 
output files against each other, or even directly comparing the folders and saving 
difference those results as a text file.
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BOOK REVIEW 

By Maria O. Arguello 

OS X Yosemite: The Missing Manual 
Author and Publisher: David Pogue - O’Reilly Press 
ISBN: 978-1-491-94716-6

Number of pages: 856

US Price: $34.99

Level: Advanced-beginner, Intermediate

Rating: Excellent


When Apple releases a new major software update, it does not come with a 
manual. That’s when I reach for The Missing Manual Series by David Pogue.  
From experience, I expect Pogue will provide a useful guide that will help me 
take advantage of all the new features and there are many. 


David Pogue has been the author of the OS X The Missing Manual Series since 
the first one (10 editions). Each book adds the new features, never forgetting to 
address the needs of the advanced-beginners and intermediate Mac fans, and 
always written in a witty way. However, for those who have just bought a Mac, I 
recommend the OS X Yosemite for Dummies by Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus a Wiley 
Brand. It is written expressly for beginners.


Underneath OS X is Unix, the rock-solid OS that drives many a Web site and 
university. OS X is feeling more and more like the iPad. Yes, the transition is 
ongoing. The icons are becoming more and more alike: iBooks, Reminders, 
Notes, Notification Center, Maps, Game Center, and so on. The simplicity of the 
iPad is now part of the Mac: Auto Save, Full Screen mode, and Launchpad. 


New in Yosemite 

(For Continuity and Handoff features you will need Bluetooth 4 and you must be 
on the same WiFi.) 

• Continuity feature with an iPhone; the Mac now becomes a speaker phone, 
taking and making calls. 


• Handoff passes documents between the iPad or iPhone and the Mac. I can 
start an email on my iPhone and finish it on my Mac. The same feature works for 
other Apple programs such as Safari, Maps, Messages, Reminders, Calendar, 
Contacts, Notes, Keynote, Numbers and Pages. It works in the other direction 

too; start something on the Mac and an icon appears on the lower-left corner of 
your iPhone’s lock screen that opens the same item. 


• Airdrop is Apple’s file-transfer system between Macs and iPhones and iPads. 
Before now it only worked Mac-to-Mac, or phone-to-phone.


• iCloud Drive is Apple’s version of Dropbox. Your files are available on your 
iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch, or other Macs wherever you go.


• Bigger, better Spotlight


• A new Today view in the Notification Area


• MailDrop lets you attach up to 5 GB to any outgoing message in OS X’s Mail 
program. Recipients get the attachment right in the message with Yosemite’s 
Mail program or get a link to download the file if they use another Mail program.


• Family Sharing which allows up to six family members can all buy stuff on your 
single credit card. Be careful!


• The Message app, in which you can give names to group conversations, and 
see shared-photos in a conversation on the same screen. Screen sharing is back
—great for helping someone with a computer problem over the Internet.


David Pogue takes great pride in making the index the best he can and he 
succeeds. It is well organized to facilitate the reader’s need to find topics quickly. 
He says: “Each book features a handcrafted index; cross-references to specific 
page numbers (not just “see Chapter 14”); and an ironclad promise never to put 
an apostrophe in the possessive pronoun its.”
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SOFTWARE REVIEW 

By David Ben Leavitt

iCalamus, V. 2.08 
Company: Invers Software

URL: .icalamus.net/index.php?lan=en 
Price: 108.4 Euros

System Requirements: 
	 OS X 10.8 (Mountain Lion) or higher

	 200 MB on your hard drive

	 at least 512 MB RAM

	 screen resolution at least 1024 x 768

Level: Intermediate

Rating: 4.5 out of 5 Apples


I’ve been using ReadySetGo (RSG) as my page layout program of choice for 
years. I originally chose it over Pagemaker and QuarkXpress primarily on the 
basis of price, but I quickly found out that RSG was a powerful piece of 
software, and certainly sufficient for non-professional page layout. In fact, I liked 
it so much that I often used it in place of the various word processors I own.


But time marches on, and the last system software that RSG would work with 
was Snow Leopard. The Mac version was no longer being updated, and when I 
moved to a new iMac running Yosemite I had to find a new page layout program. 
iCalamus seemed to fit the bill. 

iCalamus is available by download only, and right now its manual is only online. 
While this allows convenient hyperlinks, it is inconvenient for studying and 
learning about the software. In addition, I found the entries a little terse; enough 
clicking usually let me find the information I needed, but I occasionally got 
frustrated. My problems with the manual were my only major complaints; 
otherwise I found the software to be reasonably easy to use and quite powerful.


Of course, there’s a bit of a learning curve, especially if you are used to another 
page layout program. Some of the terms are different than the ones I was used 
to, but that’s only to be expected. Overall, though, I got up to speed pretty 
quickly.


I first decided to create a simple one-page text document in iCalamus, without 
consulting the manual. Choosing “New…” from the file menu brought up a New 
Document window, where I was able to specify the number of pages, the page 
format (in my case, Letter), and the number of columns, among other attributes. 
Once the new document was created, I drew a text box and was able to start 
entering text without a problem.


But a one-page document, with text only, can be done in any word processor. 
My next task was to create a multi-page script (about 100 pages) that I would be 
using for a show I’ll be directing later this year. My preferred format for this has 
the character name in a narrow column at the left side of the page, the dialogue 
in a much wider column in the center of the page, and stage directions in 
another column (intermediate in size) at the right of the page. I wanted the text in 
each column to flow into the corresponding column on the next page, and I 
wanted the height of each line of text to be identical across the columns, 
whether I was using a plain text face (for the dialogue), a boldface version (for 
the character names), or italics (for the stage directions). This was a little trickier, 
but I was able to get everything set up and working the way I wanted without a 
lot of headaches.


The key to iCalamus is a series of “inspectors” which it makes available via a 
separate window when the application is active. These are grouped into seven 
tabs, so that functions which work together are on the same tab. For example, 
one tab has the Text Inspector, the Text Style Inspector, and the Text Ruler 
Inspector. Each inspector can have multiple adjustments; the Text Inspector 
controls the font, style, and size of the text, but also its color (from a small, 
predefined list which also includes transparent), line style (underlined, strike-
through, etc.), superscript and subscript, text direction, and justification, among 
others.


I found that getting used to these inspectors was the hardest adjustment for me 
to make, but once I did I gained an immense amount of control over the 
appearance of my document. 


There’s a lot of help available, including an online forum where members of the 
development team often respond quickly to problems. I posted a question there, 
and had an answer within hours. Other users can chime in with answers also, 
which can be a big help. When I spotted something which appeared to be a bug, 
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I was asked to send them my file so they could check it out; they are very 
responsive.


In sum, iCalamus has proven to be a powerful page layout program at a fraction 
of the cost of the “heavyweight” standards like InDesign. While it doesn’t have all 
the bells and whistles of my prior program (ReadySetGo), it has a lot of new 
features that more than compensate for the ones I’ve lost. I highly recommend 
it. 




Jonny Evans posted the following articles to computerworld.com on March 4, 
2015. tinyurl.com/oo539ja. © Computerworld Inc. He is an independent 
journalist/blogger who first got online in 1993 and began writing about Apple in 
1999. He's author of Computerworld's AppleHolic blog and also writes for others 
in the US, UK and Europe. 

An Essential Mac Os X Keychain Guide 
By Jonny Evans
Has your Mac suddenly started asking you for account and Wi-Fi passwords it 
never used to require? Is your Mail app asking you to enter the password 
relentlessly? Then there’s a good chance Apple’s password management 
system, Keychain Access, has a problem. But don’t panic -- we’ve got you 
covered. 


Keychain Access


Wi-Fi, Mail, user names and more -- all these passwords are kept inside 
Keychain Access. Your system uses these and will require a password (usually 
your Mac account password) if you want to take a look at any of the passwords 
it holds. If you use iCloud Keychain these passwords are also made available 

across all of your approved devices, which is why your Keychain password 
matters so much. 


Step one: Keychain First Aid


If your keychain access password doesn’t function correctly then launch 
Keychain First Aid from the Keychain Access Menu (Option-Command-A). You’ll 
be asked for your user name and password. Tap Verify and the utility will take a 
look and make you aware of any problems found. Choose Repair and the 
problems will be addressed. 


Step two: Reset Keychain Password


If First Aid is unable to repair your Keychain problem then you may need to reset 
your Keychain. 


Launch the app and choose Preferences from the Keychain Access menu. 


In the General tab, click ‘Reset My Default Keychain’. 


You will be asked to login with your Mac account password 


Enter a new Keychain password and restart your Mac. 
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Step three: Password control


If you change your account password, you may sometimes find the default 
keychain password has not changed. This means you will be asked for a 
keychain password each time an app wants authentication. 


To fix: 


Open Keychain Access and choose “Change Password for Keychain ‘login.'" 


You’ll be asked to give your former password. 


You will then be able to update it with the new password. 


Recovering passwords


If you’ve forgotten a Wi-Fi, service or application password, launch Keychain 
Access and search for relevant keychain item (the name of your Wi-Fi network, 
for example. Double click the item and the information pane appears. At the 
bottom of the pane you will find the “Show password” checkbox. Check this and 
you will be prompted for your Keychain password. Enter this and you will be able 
to see the password for the network, service or application. 


� 


Secure Notes lets you keep notes, video and images safely inside your Mac  

Added feature


You can create Secure Notes inside Keychain (File>New Secure Note Item). Give 
the note a name and type or paste the text, video and/or images you want kept 
safe. In order to access the content of this note you’ll need your account 
password. 


Hint: Frequent user


If you make a lot of use of Keychain Access, you may want to use this tip. 


Launch Keychain and open Preferences. 


In the General Tab, check “Show keychain status in menu bar." 


Now you will be able to lock or unlock the primary keychain, lock the screen 
without logging out and launch Keychain Utility and Security Preferences directly 
from the Menu bar. (Look for the small padlock icon on the right hand top side). 


Hint: Secure


The login keychain is unlocked when you login. To auto-lock Keychain, select it 
and choose Edit>Change Settings for Keychain [your keychain name’]. Now you 
can set this keychain to close at an appropriate time – this is particularly useful 
for enterprise users who can store their enterprise login details in this more 
secure area (adding these to a new keychain, File>New Keychain, for extra 
security). 


I hope this guide helps you get a little more from Keychain. 
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Jim Tanous posted the following article to tekrevue.com on April 7, 2017. 
tinyurl.com/q45juoz. © TEKREVUE LLC. Jim is a photographer and technology 
enthusiast based in Arlington, VA. He has professional experience with both 
Windows- and Mac-based systems and networks. 


CleanMyMac 3 Review – It All Comes Down To 
Convenience 
By Jim Tanous
Macs and OS X have a carefully 
crafted reputation — “it just 
w o r k s ” — a n d A p p l e h a s 
historically advertised that Macs 
simply don’t require the same 
k i n d o f m a i n t e n a n c e , o r 
experience the same kinds of “bit 
rot,” as their Windows-based 
competitors. Therefore, software 
that claims to maintain or improve 
your Mac has often been met with 
skepticism by the OS X user base.


There’s good cause for such skepticism, of course; many apps and utilities 
released over the years have been of questionable value, and some have been 
downright harmful to OS X and user data. Apps promising to increase memory, 
prevent viruses, and miraculously double system performance have flooded the 
OS X software community over the past decade, and savvy users are sick of it.


But is there any need for a system maintenance utility? OS X developer MacPaw 
sure hopes so, as the company has just released an update to its multi-function 
app, CleanMyMac. Unlike the questionable peddlers of other Mac maintenance 
software, MacPaw is an established company that produces quality software. 
Apps like Gemini, which locates and removes duplicate files, and Hider, which 
makes hiding or encrypting sensitive data super quick and easy, have been been 
used extensively at the TekRevue offices for years. In fact, MacPaw apps overall 
are lightweight, run quickly, and feature great OS X-inspired designs.


And that brings us to CleanMyMac, the one MacPaw app we actually haven’t 
used before. CleanMyMac 3 has just launched, and we were curious if such a 
system utility was truly useful. Previous versions of the app have received 
generally positive ratings from major publications, and our good experience with 
other MacPaw software led us to give it shot, so we contacted MacPaw and had 

them send us a pre-release preview, which we’ve been testing for the past few 
weeks.


Features & Capabilities 

CleanMyMac 3 combines many different functions into a single app, with a focus 
on removing unneeded files and maintaining good performance for your Mac. 
These two foci are divided into “Cleaning” and “Utilities” sections of the app. 
Here’s a quick rundown of each section.


Cleaning 

System Junk: removes user and system logs and caches, unneeded OS X 
localization files, the PowerPC code of universal binaries, and unused 
language files.


iPhoto Junk: empties your iPhoto trash and removes unneeded copies of 
previously edited images.


Mail Attachments: scans for and removes local copies of mail attachments 
that are still available on your mail server. For those with large email libraries, 
this can save a significant amount of storage space.


iTunes Junk: removes locally downloaded iOS apps (the apps remain on 
your iOS devices after being removed from your Mac), old iOS device 
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backups, old iOS device firmware updates, and any broken iTunes 
downloads.


Trash Bins: empties all trash bins on your Mac, not just the main system 
trash that sits in the Dock. This includes external drive trashes, iPhoto trash, 
Mail trash, and any detectable app-specific trash bins.


Large & Old Files: identifies both the largest and oldest files in a specified 
folder (by default, the active user folder). You’ll want to be very careful here 
— just because something is old or large doesn’t mean you should delete it 
— but this feature can help you identify which files are taking up the most 
space, or which haven’t been accessed in a while, and make decisions 
about what to move to external storage in order to save space on your 
Mac’s primary drive.


Smart Cleanup: the Smart Cleanup function intelligently combines all of the 
above sections into a single action, but uses what MacPaw calls a “Safety 
Database” — a list of items, rules, and exceptions that the company has 
carved out to ensure that no critical system or user files are removed — to 
minimize the risk of improperly deleting important data. Any data found 
during a Smart Cleanup that might be important is presented to the user for 
review before removal.


Utilities 

Uninstaller: removes not only application binaries, but also any associated 
files that deleting just the .app file often miss.


Maintenance: lets the user run a number of scheduled and manual 
maintenance tasks, such as rebuilding Launch Services, reindexing 
Spotlight, and verifying disk permissions.


Privacy: removes history, cache, and cookies from your installed Web 
browsers and chat applications.


Extensions: displays a list of all installed extensions, widgets, and plugins, 
and lets you remove or disable them as desired.


Shredder: lets you securely erase files and folders, making them 
unrecoverable. Again, be careful with this option because you won’t be able 
to get your data back if you accidentally “shred” the wrong file or folder.


Other Features 

New in CleanMyMac 3 is a nice Dashboard view, which provides an overview of 
current system status, including available storage space and composition, 
memory usage, and CPU stress. There’s also a meter that tracks how much total 
storage space you’ve saved as you run each module of the app over time.


To make monitoring and accessing CleanMyMac 3 features easier, there’s also a 
new menu bar utility that tracks free space, memory usage, and current trash 
size. You can set custom alert parameters in the CleanMyMac preferences, 
enabling you to get a notification when storage space gets too low or the trash 
size climbs too high. It’s a nice touch, especially for those using MacBooks with 
relatively small drives.
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Finally, CleanMyMac 3 features new “health alerts,” which notify the user when 
various hardware-related events occur, such as an overheating system, failing 
drive, or power issue.


Overall, it’s important to recognize that CleanMyMac 3 promises to do a lot of 
things. The reality, however, is that most users won’t need all of CleanMyMac’s 
capabilities. Very little of what CleanMyMac 3 offers can’t be found or performed 
via another, usually free, method, so you’ll want to decide if the app does 
enough of what you need to justify the price as compared to the convenience it 
offers by merging multiple tasks into a single interface.


Usage & Effectiveness 

Using CleanMyMac 3 is very straightforward. With each Cleaning section, the 
user starts by clicking the “Scan” button to identify the applicable data. Then, all 
information that is located by the scan is presented to the user for review, along 
with the approximate amount of storage space removing each item will save. 
Users can right-click on any item to access a Quick Look (if applicable) or open 
the file’s location in Finder. This helps verify any unknown files or folders to make 
sure they’re eligible for deletion.


On the Utilities side, the options vary by task. The Uninstaller, for example, gives 
the user a list of all installed software, and clicking on any installed app reveals a 
complete list of associated files, wherever they are located on your drive. 
Maintenance, on the other hand, lists 8 common tasks, such as flushing the DNS 

cache or rebuilding the Mail database, and the user simply checks the box of 
each task he or she would like to run.




In all areas, the options and features are relatively simple and easy to 
understand, and there are also ample descriptions and tooltips for each 
feature which explain their capabilities in detail.


As we’ll mention in the next section, the value proposition for CleanMyMac 3 
is not great for every user, but the app does indeed do what it claims to do. 
The various modules work as advertised; we were able to save about 5GB 
by removing unneeded universal binaries and language files, and about 
another 10GB by cleaning up old Mail attachments and iDevice backups.


Value 

It’s clear that CleanMyMac 3 works as advertised. The problem, however, is 
that almost every feature the app offers can be found elsewhere, and often 
for free. Tasks like verifying and repairing disk permissions can be performed 
in OS X’s Disk Utility app, and more advanced operations like like rebuilding 
launch services or reindexing Spotlight can be accomplished in Terminal. 
Likewise, system maintenance functions can be manually executed via the 
free utility OnyX, OmniDiskSweeper can locate and remove large files, and 
free apps like AppCleaner can uninstall OS X apps and associated files.
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Therefore, at a launch price of $39.95 for a single Mac ($59.95 for 2 Macs or 
$89.95 for 5 Macs), you’ll want to make your purchase decision based on 
the convenience that CleanMyMac 3 can provide, not necessarily its 
capabilities. There are indeed a few unique and useful features, such as the 
Dashboard, Health Alerts, and menu bar utility, but the majority of what 
CleanMyMac 3 offers can be found elsewhere.


That makes the decision to spend at least $40 boil down to the value of your 
time. You’ll spend a good bit of time launching various apps and OS X 
system utilities to manually perform each operation that CleanMyMac 3 
offers. Think about that time, and possible confusion, versus a single click in 
CleanMyMac. Your feelings on that comparison will tell you if CleanMyMac 3 
is worth it for you.


Caution 

One final note: like any app that has the 
capability to remove data, users should 
exercise extreme caution when using 
CleanMyMac 3’s “Cleaning” features. 
Don’t get us wrong, the app does a great 
job of protecting critical system files and 
of explaining each removal and action 
before it’s executed, but mistakes could 
still be made if the user is not careful, 
and this definitely isn’t one of those apps 
where you can get away with ignoring 
the details and fine print.


Conclusion 

CleanMyMac 3 isn’t for everyone, and power users will probably prefer to 
perform many of its functions on their own via Terminal or other OS X system 
apps. But if you’re a bit uncomfortable with diving into Terminal, or you just 
want to save some time, CleanMyMac 3 is about as good as you’re going to 
find when it comes to apps of this nature. You’ll definitely free up some 
storage space and maybe even find some huge old files that are just wasting 
space on your Mac’s drive. If you do take the plunge, you’ll find an app that 
is attractive, easy to navigate, and light on system resources.


CleanMyMac 3 launches today, and should be available shortly via the 
MacPaw website. As mentioned earlier, there are three licensing options 
available:


1 Mac – $39.95

2 Macs – $59.95

5 Macs – $89.95


Existing owners of CleanMyMac or CleanMyMac 2 can upgrade to 
CleanMyMac 3 at a 50 percent discount, and those who purchased 
CleanMyMac 2 on or after March 7, 2015 can upgrade to the latest version 
for free. The app requires OS X 10.8 Mountain Lion or higher and about 
45MB of free space.
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AI and Humans 

Quantity Versus Quality 

By Kathy Garges 

At one time, using the word  “noise” to refer to sound or data implied something 
negative, useless or annoying. Then artificial intelligence researchers found that 
noisy data was useful for fine tuning AI algorithms, pattern recognition and 
machine learning. Surprisingly, adding noise to the data often gave better 
results. (See the April 2013 column, “Forecast: Cloudy with Noise”.)  Now there’s 
a new surprise. Noise by itself can be valuable information, or it can be the key 
to revealing useful hidden information.


ARLO (Adaptive Recognition with Layered Optimization) is sound technology 
software that uses AI machine learning. It is being re-purposed from its original 
use of analyzing bird calls to analyze collections of audio recordings. It can be 
used, for example, to catalog large recording libraries, like the Folklore Center 
Archives at the University of Texas (one of the leading users), by classifying 
individual recordings into instrumental music, singing and speech (spoken word). 
ARLO makes sound visible in a spectrogram and has features for comparing 
spectrograms and querying audio archives by sound signatures.


Now poetry lovers are testing ARLO as a tool for identifying or confirming 
provenance (the origin, chronology and relevant circumstances) of spoken word 
recordings. Preliminary experiments focus on analyzing the characteristic hiss on 
digitized recordings created from original aluminum media made in the 
Contemporary Poets Series at Columbia University in the 1930s and 1940s. The 
experimenters then plan to input the characteristic noise pattern as a query to 
the entire library to identify the provenance of other recordings in the collection. 
ARLO can also help establish a chronology of recordings of a poet reading his or 
her own work.


Not a poetry lover? Imagine finding an old family movie while you’re cleaning out 
the attic. Who is that speaking off screen? Will your great-grandchildren be able 
to identify your voice on an old audio tape?


Consider the use of ARLO for determining provenance of music recordings. In a 
free online class on Beethoven’s piano sonatas that I participated in, one of the 

prominent discussion topics was speculation about how the sonatas would have 
sounded when played by Beethoven on the pianos of the time. One day just 
after the course ended, I came across a YouTube recording of the French 
composer Camille Saint-Saëns playing part of Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No.16. 
As Saint-Saëns was born shortly after Beethoven’s death, I speculated that the 
recording might be the closest we have to how the sonata would have sounded 
in Beethoven’s time. But can we sure the recording is really Saint-Saëns? ARLO 
might be able to help us answer questions like this.


SparkleVision is a software program in development at MIT that uses AI to find 
an image hidden in a varied reflective scene. Humans and computer algorithms 
can identify and process visual scenes and images that are distorted in a simple, 
regular manner; for example, a reflection in a curved funhouse mirror. But a 
complex environment with many small, angled glittering surfaces, such as a 
garden in bright sunlight, or a roadway after a heavy rain, make it difficult to 
identify clear images. SparkleVision can calibrate the glitter on a complex 
surface in a fixed location to create an “unscrambling matrix.” When the matrix is 
then reversed, or subtracted, from the total of an image created in the same 
location, it reveals the hidden image. The research paper gives examples using 
images of Marilyn Monroe, Barack Obama, and Albert Einstein.


The SparkleVision inventors believe the program can be expanded in the future 
to work when the image location is not fixed and to operate as a lightfield 
camera, able to record the direction that light rays travel in a scene in addition to 
the intensity of the light (useful, for example, in holograms). Two other potential 
uses come to mind readily: helping in aerial searches (e.g., to find lost skiers) or 
encrypting images to send electronically.


The new uses of noise raise questions about the nature of information and how 
we should edit and store it. The source of noise becomes important. Does the 
noise come from the original recording environment, the original recording 
device, a playback device used in re-recording, the new recording device? 
Should we stop editing out noise when we re-record sound or photoshop 
images, or at least maintain a separate file that retains the original noise? Should 
we regularly try to include some noise when we create a new data file to help 
identify the data at a later time? How do we define a sound recording or a visual 
image now that we often digitize an original or transfer it to a new technology?


Similar basic questions about information are coming from a different angle, from 
concern about the ephemerality, the short life, of information humans are 
currently creating and storing on the Internet. Vint Cerf, an Internet pioneer and 
Google’s Chief Internet Evangelist, spoke earlier this year at the annual meeting 
of the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). He 
speculated that humans a thousand years from now will know more about the 
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ancient Egyptians through their writings on papyrus and stone than they’ll know 
about us. Long before then, every url we have created will be broken and the 
online content lost.


Several research centers are working on changes in basic computer and 
cyberspace architecture to make online information easier to preserve and locate 
in the future. One initiative, Information Centric Networking (ICN) focuses on 
addressing information by “name,” by the way humans would commonly refer to 
it, rather than by location in hardware memory. Another initiative, the “digital 
vellum” project is working on ways to preserve and transmit instructions for 
displaying content in the same file with the content itself, so that a way to re-
display the information can be reconstructed with information that accompanies 
the content.


On the one hand, we humans are concerned about the hazards of publication of 
too much private information on the Internet. On the other hand, there is a 
danger that we are wastefully discarding the personal and cultural information 
that could prove valuable to our descendants, or even to us a few years from 
now. We are living in an unusual time, when AI and other information technology 
encourages us to look more deeply into the past and farther into the future, 
developing a sense of responsibility for improving the quality of information, not 
just the quantity.
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